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series brings
international
artists to
S.U.B
Three string players from
Berlin, seven percussionists
and a singer from Brazil,
five woodwinds from L.A
and a Russian pianist
from New York equals
. Chamber music that
won't bite or put you
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Recreation center on Student leaders,.health workers
hope pullolJtofnational health
schedule
care provider Will benefit student
Veteran administrator on projed
by Alisha Hill

Special to the Arbiter

,

ammy Grimes, with 25 years of college recreation administration experience, spearheads the plans for the new campus
recreation center across from the SUB parking lot.
Grimes, director of campus recreation, came to Boise State a
year ago to help develop the center. Contractors broke ground for
the facility May 12, and completion of the $9-10 million building
is scheduled for next fall. Student recreation fees were raised $7 a
semester in April, largely to begin'paying for the structure.
Grimes got her experience ,in facility management, program
development, special events management and new facility construction at Texas Tech University and UCLA:She says construe• tion is moving along right on schedule.
Recreation department officials said the new center will enhance
the university's mission by providing diverse recreational, social
and instructionalleisure-oriented programs. They-said these will
enrich the quality of life on campus by promoting the value of
recreation, fitness and wellness, while creating and maintaining
healthy, productive lifestyles. Grimes said-the center will give students a chance to get more involved in campus life, especially in
intramural sports.
The center will offer rock climbing, racquetball, basketball and
athletic equipment rental.

T

Counseling center expands services to
Canyon County
he Counseling Center will be expanding its services on a
limited basis to the Canyon County campus beginning Sept.

T
,

28.

On Oct. 5, as part of National Depression Screening Day, free
depression screenings will be offered at the Canyon .Center"as
well as at the Student Union: Students who live in Canyon
County will now 'be able to access counseling services on site,
without having to drive to the Boise campus.
Some of the concerns addressed by students who seek-counseling are classroom performance, relationship issues, depression,
anxiety, and many other concerns. Students are invited to schedule an appointment at the Canyon Counseling Connection by
calling extension 1601.

Author to discuss gender differences in
learning
r. JoAnn Deak, education consultant and author of "How
Girls Thrive: An Essential Guide for Educators and
Parents", will discuss gender difference in learning styles at a free'
lecture on Monday, Sept. 18 from 7-8:30 p.m. in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall, rm. e-200, at Boise State University. A
reception will follow immediately.
This is a wonderful opportunity to hear a nationally known
scholar, and we encourage you and ycur students and/or classes
to attend.
'
The, lecture, is sponsored by The ANSERPublicCharter
School, the BSU Center for School Improvement, and the BSU
College of Education.'

D
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health services
hY Kara Janne~

The Arbitei-

ast week university officials
announced that the Boise
L
State
student health
University

center
was parting
with
Collegiate Healtheare, a private
company contracted out 50 run
the health
center.
With
Collegiate Healthcare on the
verge of bankruptcy, theuniversity decided to pull out from
its partnership with the firm.
Since BSU expects to "absorb
the' costs" of the changeover,
students are not e]{p,.e<:ted
to feel
a financial impact.
Rachel Wheatley, ASBSU
vice president, currently sits on
the Health Advisory Board.
Wheatley said that, "It is
uncommon for a university to
outsource its health services,
and I think it is a positive thing
that BSU is actually going to
run the health center."
Wheatley feels that the
change will be positive for the
university as a whole.
"Student health services are
that -a service- and they should
not be looked as a business.
Keeping BSU involved in the
health center will give the university more control over ",bat
is being provided at the health
center."
'
Wheatley also said that students will not have to pay more
for health services, aside from
the regular charges put in place
every year.
Colleen, an office manager at
the student health center, sees
the changeover as a good thing
for health center employees.
'We will now be able to get
-state benefits, and be a part of
• the university employee system," she said.
Colleen .admitted that any
transition is going to be rocky,
but she is assured that students
won't recognize any change at
all.
'
"They didn't know before,
and I doubt they will know any
different now. Our services will
be the same."
Carla, an RMA'at the health

"Honestly, $192 isn't a lot to
center, knew nothing of the
pay
for health coverage when
pending
bankruptcy
of
you think about how much priCollegiate Heathcare Services.
vate
insurance
companies
"I've worked here for six
charge, it's actually a bargain."
years and I love it. I think we
Plewa agreed, but noted that
offer great services to students,"
the student health insurance
she said.
does not cover emergencies, and
Walk-in patient Meckenzie
only two doctors' serve the
Miller says she is "pretty satisentire campus. "I know I need to
fied with the services at the
do more research on the health
health center. I have had luck - I
services, because I' only can go
actually got in the day I called,
off of my own experiences with
but today I am a walk-in, so I'm
the health center at this point."
not even guaranteed a spot."
Greg Blaesing, Director of
BSU
student
Annie
the
Student
Union
and
Borreson also felt that the times
Activities, feels that BSU's runavailable at the health center
ning the health center will be
were unreasonable.
better for everyone involved. "I
"It sucks because you get
think the switch is in the best
sick and call and they can't get
interest of the students. There
you in for three weeks, and by
was some concern over the
then you are dead," Borreson
services offered by Collegiate
said.
Healthcare,'
ASBSU Health Sciences senA hope is that since BSU will
ator Derrek Woodbury believes
be
working more intimately
that services would be quicker
with the student health center,
and better if the health center
student needs will be better
were more adequately staffed.
served. Elementary education
"There are only two doctors
major Damon Courtois sees
who work at the health center.
some areas where services can
The rest are .either physician's
assistants or nurses. I hope that .improve,
, "I've used the health center
we get more doctors because I
quite a bit. They usually can get
do not think two doctors can
me in pretty quick, and everyadequately serve sixteen thouthing is cheap, but I got the feelsand students."
ing that they weren't all that
College of Education senaprofessional.
I would just tell
tor Jenni Plewa hopes to see '
them how I felt, and 'I don't
more gynecological services
think they really' examme<l
offered at the health center. '1\t
much at all. It was like my
this point, it takes a while to get
grandma was taking care of
seen for. gynecological reasons,
me," Courtois.said, •
and I'm not even sure if they
In this transitional time, stu, have an actual gynecologist at
dents should speak out about
the health center."
how they would like to see the
Plewa also expressed conservices improved at the student
cern over some of the costs at
health center. Sen. Derrek
the health center.
Woodbury and ASBSU Vice
"Students are charged ten
President Wheatley both weldollars for an HIV test, and
come input from anyone with
they' can get them for free at
ideas and concerns relating to
other places," Plewa said.
student health services. Feel
Woodbury disagreed, noting
free to contact Woodbury at
that $10 is a small price to pay
426-1292, and Wheatley at 426for all the lab work, that goes
1554.
into blood testing. Woodbury is
touring the health center next
week, and hopes to find, out
more about theservices offered
and hopes he can talk with the
director of the health center
about such issues.
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Parking meeting ..brings little relief Boise State offers
by Sean Hayes

ThtJrb,'ter

espite hot pink flyers distributed
by
ASBSU
announcing the Sept 18 meeting of the Parking and
Transportation
committee,
only a few students showed up
to voice concerns over the controversial handling of parking
issues on campus.
Those few, however, were
vocal. Three nursing students
from Mountain Home lamented the complete unavailability
of general permit lots, while
many reserve permit lots sit
virtually empty - a criticism
that echoed throughout the
meeting. Surprisingly. according to committee member Bob
Seibolt, reserve permits have
been sold at a surplus of about
20%, with hundreds remaining
on a waiting list to receive one.
''My point is I got to school
at 10:30, and I went of course
to catch a spot and the reserve
. lot was almost empty," said one
student who attended the meeting."lt was outrageous, and I
couldn't even get a spot on
Broadway. I don't see the.
demand of more reserve permits," ..'
A solution to make one floor
of the parking garage open to
permit holders was proposed,
but then resigned to a focus
group that would 'study the
issue more in depth.
According to Seibolt, while
the first two floors of the
garage are almost always
booked solid, the third level
generally has some remaining
capacity and the upper level is

D

Backstreet

B·ILLIARDS

seldom full. A main issue if' the
committee decides to take that
action is whether to make the
special floor a reserved or general permit lot.
Parking problems may be
further compounded, according
to committee
chair John
Franden, due to concerns of
the neighborhoods surrounding BSU. A neighborhood association has petitioned the city to
take action against the 1000plus cars that park on nonUniversity property each day.
Most .of the student input
was centered around the issue
of the student-fee financed
parking garage which anyone
can park at, as well as the issue
of general versus reserve per-:-·
mit lots.
Peg Blake, vice president of
student affairs, said the plan of
the parking garage was not "to
gouge students." She explained
that the number of part time
students at BSU indicated a
need for short-term temporary
parking.
Two specific issues involving children came to the table.
A parking lot near, the
Children's Center was recently
converted to a reserve lot, and
one mother who brought her
children to' the meeting said
that the new limit on parking
space made it difficult for her to
spend time with her kids as she
dropped them off.
Sam Sandmire, director of, a
youth gymnastics program,
said that the parking situation
was leading to a loss in attendance to her program because
parents had few options for
dropping their children off and

free citizenship,
English classes in
Nampa

staying through the meeting.
"You can't put a price tag on
little kids," said ASBSU Senator
Trevor Irish, scolding the committee when they did not seem
responsive to parents' special
needs for parking.
Sens. Jenni Plewa, Mike
Klinkhamer, Bradley Saito,
Brooke Baldwin - as well as
ASBSU
President
Nate , hY Arbiter staff
Peterson - were on hand to
hose learning English as a second language will have it easier
represent student concerns.
with new free classes to be offered at Boise State's Canyon
The committee, where gray
County Center courtesy of BSU's Learning Center for Adult Basic
hair and subdued blue and
Education. Courses will be offered in English as a second language,
earth-toned clothing predomibasic math and citizenship beginning Sept. 25.
nated, seemed receptive to
The citizenship class, which will be held on Saturday mornings,
these specific issues - passing
will emphasize the skills needed to pass the test to become aU.S.
motions offering temporary
citizen, including practice in' the written portion of the test. Many
solutions.
levels of English will be offered in both afternoon and evening
Student input, which looked
classes.
in danger of erupting in anger
Potential students can register between 2 and 8 p.m. Sept..18-21
early on, led some committee
at the center, 2407 Caldwell Boulevard in Nampa. For more informembers to wonder how audimation, call the ESL office at 426-407040.
ence discussion could be better
integrated into the meetings.
Most
students-at-large
in
attendance left before the twohour plus meeting adjourned.
ASBSU President Peterson
also scolded some committee
members whom he observed
"snickering and sneering" as
students voiced their concerns.
The committee plans to hold '
a publicized student forum in
the future to address parking
concerns at once. The next
meeting of the committee at
large will. be held next month
in the Senate Forum.
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New senator
•

sworn In
leS,.a simple cakulation:

ASBSU filling empty seats

"l)AA"CREF's low 'expenses
mean more money
working foryou"
~

~.',~ '.

.:'

THE IMJIA[l OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

The equation is east. Lower expenses in managing a
fund can equal better performance.

$215,000

How much? Justtake a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send you a free, east-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses.And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%.1

$176,000
. Ifi&b-CoslAccoonl'

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer serviceand strong performance.
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an ea'!Jfdecision: TIM-CREE

~

iii

I!XPI'RSFS 2
ToIa1 accUmulations after 20 yem based on initial investment
of $50,000 and hypothetical annual returns of 8%. Total returns
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is preseoItd for illustrative purposes only
and does ~ reflect actua1 penOllllllDCe, or predict future
results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it

III

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.8421733, ext 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them careful~
beforiytlU inVest 1. Estimated annual eJjlellSeS are adjustedquarte!ly. 2. 1.40% is a YI!IY reasonable fee 1M! for a typical fund; 0.40% is
.'J!Y', ~ not actually at the bottom of,the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. • TIM<REF Individual and Institutional5ervices, Inc. distrib, utes the CREF~ 11M Real Estate variable annuities. .Teachers Personal Investors Services,lnc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable
,.'arinUity tompOiIent. mutual funds and tuition saVings~ts.
• TIM and TIM.(REF life Insurance Co., New YOlk,NY,issue insurance and
':'~atm.uities.~:nM"(REF TrtJStCompany, FSBpIO'Jides trust services •• Investment prodlldS are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
'mttbank~,
0 2000llAA-CREF0Ml3
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The Arbiter

argaret Mahoney had a productive Tuesday. The appoint, ment of the 21-year-old senior majoring in Political Science
was approved before ASBSU's Appointment
and Review
Committee, the Senate and sworn in by the Judiciary on the same

M

day.
Appoinbnent and Review chair Mike Klinkhamer commented
that Mahoney has one of the most impressive resumes he had seen
presented to the committee.
Mahoney said her main focus is on the "academic side" of student life. She was encouraged to apply to President and Vice
President Nate Peterson and Rachel Wheatley in the interest of
bringing "spunk and diversity" to the current Senate.
Mahoney's appointment makes the third of four Senate appointments expected this semester, Brooke Baldwin and Jordan Kowallis'
were approved earlier this semester.
The gaps in the Senator-at-Large seats were caused by three resignations and one impeachment.
Two winners of last November's at-large Senate elections
resigned in the middle of the spring semester. Cole Buck resigned
in May, in favor of ajob with the Student Programs Board. Boz Bell
made a decision over the .summer not to attend this semester of
classes.Olias Muchow was discovered to be ineligible to hold office
after he was elected and was impeached months after the fact.
The new Senators will hold their positions until November,
when they must run for re-election. Election packets are expected
to go out in October;
, Three seats remain open in the college senator division, in the
Business, Engineering and the Graduate schools. These positions
can be held until the college senator/executive elections to be held
in April. One applicant is expected to fill the College of Business
seat next week.
Last spring, former ASBSU President Matt Bott urged a constitutional convention that would, among other things, combine these
two elections, but action has not been taken in that regard so far,
For information on applying for a position, or qualifications to
run for election, contact the ASBSU secretary at 426-1440.
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the ARBITER Is now accepting
applications for writing positions.
No experience necessary.
Will Train. Call 345-8402,
or e-mail wolfCiJlbolsestate.com
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LDS Institute brings 'spiritual' boost'
agenda for fall full
by Megan McCaleb
. Special to the Arbiter
he Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day ..Saints'
Institute of Religion has a full
agenda this fall. They are hoping to increase attendance and
participation by members and
non-members alike. Each week,
the Institute will host a variety
of activities, and allBoise State
students are invited to join in on
the fun.
On Aug. 27, there was a kickoff fireside to get students
pumped for the new semester.
Other events this fall have
included dances, potlucks, and
firesides with special music and
speakers. The first week of
October will provide opportunities for fellowship on campus for
the IDS organization.

T

The Institute will staff a
missionary
booth in the
Student Union Building Oct. 35. They hope to convince more
BSU students to register for
religion
classes
at
the
Institute's facility, located on
University Drive across from
the Administration Building.
Enrollment has exceeded
1,000 students so far, and the
number
reportedly
keeps
climbing.
"One of our main goals is to
help bring young adults closer
to Christ, and this is a. very
non-threatening way of going
about it," said Bryce Ramey,
Institute president.
"It's a nice to take a break
from the crazy world we live
in," BSU student Mike Bryant
said. He has attended the LDS
Institute for three semesters

and calls it "a return to reality."
'When everything else in life
gets hectic, you sometimes lose
touch with the things that really matter," he added. "A spiritual boost from the Institute helps
me feel more motivated to tackle the daily challenges life dish'es me,"
The Institute's most popular
weekly event is the Friday
Noon Luncheon. All Boise State
students are invited for lunch
from 11 :30 to 1:30 p.m. every
Friday.
"Come relax. You'll feel right
at home," Ramey said, "Eat
some good food, meet some
great people, and enjoy yourself
in a wholesome environment."

photo by: Daniel Wolf the Arbiter
Student organization: Representatives from Boise
State's student clubs and organizations rallied for new
members last week, Student organizations were appropriated over $50,000 from student funds last year. Over
1 SO clubs use the money for activities that range from

collecting
unemn10yment

high adventure trips to community education.
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Qan boring Weekends
to the dungeon
Gaming and role-playing
by Jennifer Okerlund
Special to the Arbiter

club gears up
.

ith a new semester .under way an~ fall approaching, you
find yourself searching for something to fill those boring
weekend afternoons." Members of the Role-playing and Board
Gaming Club say they can make empty weekend afternoons a
thing of the past.
.From cards to role-playing, club members say there's something for everybody. If you want to join a campus club to meet
new people but struggle with the idea of taking on any responsib~liti~s,members say this may be the club for you.
With n~ dues or !"embershiprequirements,
they say, the club
should be Just the ticket for students who are just looking for a
fun. ay to spend a Sunday afternoon. Or they can agree on an
activity and arrange them for days that suit their schedules.
Members are planning stations in the SUB where students can
play cards and monopoly on weekends. '
"We .have mem.?er~ who enjoy "role-playing games, and. those
ar: available, too, said Jay Freeman, club president. "Our club
Will soon beg~n usi?g Third ~dition rules for Dungeons and
Drag~.ns, making this a great time for beginners to pick up the
game.
They encourage members to introduce the club to new games
as well, he said.
For more information, contact Freeman at roleplay@micron.net.
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SS&PA professors present
papers, write books
by Arbiter staff

D ick Moor~,
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Research grant brings
undergraas experience
by Jenny McDougle
The Arbiter
Ten exceptional undergraduate student applicants from
across the nation came to BSU
this summer for a research
experience in the microelectronics field.
This program came to BSU
because John Lusth and Susan
Burkett wrote a proposal to the
National Science Foundation.
They were awarded a $198,653
Research
Experience
for
Undergraduates (REU) grant.
This program will come back to
BSU in the summer of 200 I,
but may not continue beyond
that, according to Lusth.
"Undergraduates
do not
typically have the opportunity

areas as New
to actually perform research, so such diverse
California,
England,
we want to give them a taste so
State
and
Washington
they will consider attending
Missouri.
graduate school," said Burkett.
Not only did the students
Lusth points out that the
have the opportunity to conduct
REU program provides good
exposure for BSU. Because of research and enjoy field trips;
the professors were able to genthis program, there are students
erate a great amountof valucoming from as far away as New
England, who bring their. able data due to all the hard
work.
unique experiences to other
Research conducted in the
parts of the nation.
field of microelectronics includAnother national participant
ed cross-disciplinary elements
enjoyed the experience so much,
of electrical and mechanical
he is tentatively planning to
engineering, computer science,
attend graduate school at BSU.
chemistry, and geophysics.
All living expenses were paid
Further details and pictures of
for the students in addition to
$500 in travel support, and a the research and outdoor activities
may be found on
$3000 stipend for the eighthttp://
cs.boisestate.dul -Justh/
week stay on campus. The stureu/.
dents were from schools from

Governor's conference
on housing

communication, presented two papers in August
.rut the national conference of the Association for Education in
Journalism and Mass Communication
in Phoenix: :"The
Ideological Dimensions of. Stereotyping in the Media: Toward a
. Co~c~ptual Cl~rification,:' and "Environmental
Reporting,
Grove from Sept. 11 to Sept.
by Ey,yAnn Neff
Rehgl?~ Reportl~g and the Question of Advocacy."
13, ov.er 350 participants
The Arbiter
. H~ldl Reeder ISa new professor in the department of commulearned about the housing
nication. Reeder published an article in the Journal of Social and
problem and discussed possiov. Dirk Kempthorne
Personal Relationships this past summer.
ble solutions. The goal of
defied
natural
law
last
Pete~ Wollheim, communication, read his paper '1\nomie After
many of the groups attend-·
Durkheim. Post modernism and Suicide" at an international conweek by being at two places
ing the conference is to proat once. Since he is no
ference in Stockholm Aug. 31.
vide decent, safe, and affordSuperman,·
however,
And~ew Giacomaz~i, .crim.i~al j~stice,recently
co-wrote a
able housing to all Idahoans.
book tltl~d Commumty rohc1Og 10 a Community Era: An
Kempthorne
appeared
on
This year's theme, "Building
video to welcome guests to
IntroductIOn and E:,p~orat~on .through Roxbury Publishing.
a Foundation for Success," is
Tony Walsh, criminal Justice professor, has published three
the 2000 Idaho Governor's
based on the idea that housbooks. and five articles this year. His work looks at behavior
Conference on Housing. The
ing is the foundation
of
genetICS, a global perspective on criminology, delinquency and
conference was held at the
America's strength.
request of the governor, and
the evolutionary origins of justice.
Mark Shields, political
Charles Odahl, history, has recently finished four articles for
was last held in 1997.
.
analyst for the "The News
In . his video address
th~ n~w Encyclopedia of the Ancient World and is putting the
Hour" with Jim Lehrer
Kempthorne
said, "despite
finishing touches on a 75O-page biography on-COnstantine. Both
opened the conference; o~
the growth rate (of 240perwill be published in 200 1.
.
Tuesday morning with some
cent), Idaho has maintained a
G~y Mon<;t"~~f,pol~tical science, presented
paper at the
political humor and insight.
Ame~cl1-~ Political Science Association's "annual meeting in' homeownership rate above 72
"This election- 2000, we
~ashmgt?n, I.1C:Aug 3 i-sept; 8. He is alSo one of'adozen politpercent ... for some, however,
h~ve a responsibility to deterlcal'sCientists invited to Rutgers University in October to discuss
homeownership remains only .
mme what we want America
wa~s to make political science .research more accessible to state
a dream."
to be," Shields said, "where
leg'lslatures. He also completed his book Who Runs for the
At the conference, held at
the strong are just and :the
Legislature? which was released this month.'
.
the Boise Centre
on the

For some, hOlJ1eownershiponly a dream

G

a.

weak are secure."
Shields gave historical
examples of how America has
prepared for its future, such
as when the government set
aside land for colleges across
the US when less than 1/2 of
a percent of citizens had ever
set foot on a college campus.
The search for a better
life for Idahoans includes
helping everyone have a place
to live. With the contribution
of many different businesses
and governmental organizations including developers,
architects, and bankers, the
conference. hopes to generate
ideas to help make the dream
of affordable housing a reality.
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FREE
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Doise, Idaho 83702

1101 N. 28th

Utah governor, BYU,
aid students fighting
western forest fires
by Cristopher Rees
PROVO, Utah - Utah GoY.
Mike Leavitt and Brigham
Young University have made
plans to aid college studentsfighting to save Utah lands and
lives.
A news release sent from the
governor's office announced
GoY.Leavitt and the Utah State
Board of Regents have elected
to help students fighting wildfires.
"Many students were torn
with school starting," said
Cecilia H. Foxley, Utah commissioner of higher education,

342-1898
All help is confident/a'
and '-ree

"-800-550-4900

Be
.:

Only your dad wears new Levi's!

'N.@

penalized for something that is
a worthy cause," she said.
Students arriving after two
weeks late will be offered a full
refund, Jenkins said.
Boise State officials have
extended fee payment and registration deadlines for students
fighting fires.

"feeling committed to. fighting
fires but obligated to return to
school."
State colleges and universities have been encouraged to
offer leniency toward student
firefighters, she said.
In a University announcement, BYU has agreed to assist
students remaining in the field
to control the fires.
'We'll do all we can to help
them," said Carrie Jenkins of
the C9mmunications college.
Jenkins said BYU will allow
certified firefighters to arrive
up to two weeks late for fall
semester without penalty.
'We don't want them to be

'

JL.

JUNKYARD JEANS
1725 BROADWAY

Reprinted from Brigham
Young University's The Daily
Universe with permission.

389·2094
Cash for used Levi SO1'5
Alohas, Overalls,Cords, Bellbottoms
and much more
.vvvvvv.junkyardjeans.com

Southern Illinois U. offers
class on sacrifice
Miami and the practice of
Santeria.
by Ryan Trost
The course will focus on how
and why humans sacrifice other
CARBONDALE,
Ill.
humans and animals. Aztec
Flaying, ritual consumption
and ritual killing are some of Mexico, the Incas of Peru,
ancient Greece,. Northern
the things you can expect to
European Celts, child sacrifices
find in professor Erica Hill's
"Human and Animal Sacrifice" from ancient Carthage and theoretical issues explaining why
course this fall.
cultures practice sacrifice are
"If you can't handle 'ER,'
also covered.
this class is not for you," said
Hill received her doctorate
Hill, a Southern
Illinois
from
the University of New
University visiting assistant
Mexico specializing in archaeprofessor
in anthropology.
"This class is not for the faint of ology and did her dissertation
on sacrificial practices of the
heart."
Moche of Peru. She taught
Hill said the appeal of her
Human and Animal Sacrifice at
course centers around the mysthe University of Iowa last
tique of violence.
'We all intrinsically fear vio- year, and students found it to be
an excellent experience.
lence and so we desire to under"It was the best class I have
stand it," Hill said. "If you're
ever
had in college," said former
bloodthirsty, you'll enjoy it"
student
Lucy Sonnamaker.
The course will study sacrifi"The greatest part of the class
cial practices from ancient
probably came on the first day
Israel, .dating back to the Old
when (Professor Hill) had us
Testament,
up to modern

,make up our own sacrificial ritual".
Anne Haggerson, another
former student, also recalled the
class and professor Hill fondly,
"The class was full of blood
and gore, and I remember walking away nauseous after learning about the Aztec ritual of
flaying skin," Haggerson said.
"\Ve studied so many different
rituals and I would recommend
the class and professor Hill to
SIUC students."

GOOD NeWSI
The Counseling Center is
on its way to Canyon County!
That's right, starting Thursday, September 28, the BSU Counseling
Center will be expandl~g ~unsellng services to the BSU Canyon
County Center. this Is a FREEservice for registered students. In a
safe, confidential environment, let us help you exPlore Issues, gain
Insight, and become more active In taking charge of your IIfel
,Don't put It off another minute - call todayl

CALL 426-1601

Reprinted Southern Illinois
University'sDaily Egyptian with
permission.
Any content distributed via
Copyboy or U-WIRE is protected
by copyright. Copyboy and U..,
WIRE are divisions of Student
Advantage, Inc.

Ask for an appointment at the •••

, Boise State University

CANYON COUNSELINGCONNEcnON
Canyon County Campus, 2407 Nampa/C81dwell Boullilv,ard. Nampa'
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FRAN*FORT,Ky.
- Charles Wells started his day
before sunrise along with other
union organizers at a local
Waffle House, yet showed no
signs of flagging at 7 p.m. as he
spoke to fellow labor officials
about the stakes in the congressional and presidential elections.
"There is no more critical
time in our lifetime for us as
representatives
of working
men and women, who need to
make their voices heard,"
boomed Wells, the otherwise
mild-mannered executive director of Kentucky's American
Federation of Teachers.
Wells and his colleagues are
on the front lines in the battle
for control of the House. Their
particular
goal: helping a
Democrat win back his congressional
seat
here
in
Kentucky's 6th District from a
Republican - one of three
Kentucky races that could help
decide who controls' the House
next year.
Lexington isn't a big union
town, but -the extensive network the AFL-CIO has established here and in other congressional districts nationwide
demonstrates how labor forms
the backbone of the Democrats'
grass-roots operation this election. Last week, 500 activists 100 more than last year - gathered in Washington for a training session before fanning out
across the country.
"Labor !WOO," the AFLCIO's most comprehensive getout-the vote effort, is crucial to
Democratic hopes of regaining
the House majority. It also
marks a strategic shift by union
leaders, who are focusing less
on blanketing the airwaves and
more on mobilizing members
and their neighbors to vote.
"It's a cultural change within
the labor movement," said Steve'
Rosenthal, the AFL-CIO's
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Labor on the front
lines of campaign
by Juliet Eilperin

\

political director. "Over the . expanding pyramids. Its 68
years, our organization had gotmember unions select "point
ten rusty. What's more critical
people" in every state, who in
is that people talk to each
turn target members in their
other."
locals. This group finds point
The stakes for unions are people in every unionized shop,
enormous. They risk being
who subsequently
identify
shut out of both the White
point people for each work shift.
Rosenthal estimated this transHouse and Congress for the
lates into "literally thousands
first time in nearly half a centuof activists."
ry. Officials won't say exactly
Rutgers University economhow much money labor will
spend on this year's elections, ics professor Leo Troy, a union
but the estimate is $'1<) million
critic, said unions are an invaluable' asset to the Democrats,
for the AFL-CIO's 1999-2000
providing the kind of grassroots support amounting to "a
hand-wrapped gift" that he estimated is worth hundreds of
millions of dollars each election.
"How would you buy 45,000
organizations across the country devoted to your cause?"
Troy asked.
, Union members consistently
vote in higher numbers than
their nonunion counterparts,
providing the winning edge for
Democrats in key races.
House Minority
Leader
Richard A. Gephardt, D-Mo.,
noted that labor made up just
13 percent of the electorate in
1994, when his party lost 52
seats, while Democrats gained
seats in the last two elections,
when union members accounted for 23 percent of the vote.
political and legislative budget,
"Any organization 'that has
which includes everything from
a grass-roots operation can be
the fight against trade with
effective in an election,"
China to state legislative contests and individual ballot ini- Gephardt said... "The unions
have been very effective in
tiatives.:
recent years."
After analyzing the 1998
election results and conducting
Juliet Eilpen'nis is a reporter
focus groups, union officials.
for The Washington Post. Article
found that member-to-member
reprinted with permission.
contact was key in getting out
the vote. For example, 76 percent of union members who
received workplace fliers voted
for the labor-endorsed' candidate, but in 1998 only 11 percent of
union. members
received such leaflets.
- Targeting 71 House races,
the AFL-CIO has created what
amounts to a series of ever-

Union members
conslstenuv
vote in higher
numbers than
their nonunion
counterparts,
providing the
winning 'edge
for Democrats in
key races.
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Wellness Center
provides opportunities
to lose extra weight,
get rid of bad habits
ummer is about. to close its doors so fall and winter can open
theirs. This is the time of year when we can pack on those
S
extra, unwanted pounds; the winter insulation, as our partners
may remind us. Those tasty morsels we sample may wrap around
our thighs, but with Shane Martindale around, help is here.
Martindale, director of BSU's Wellness Center, wishes to
provide students with "social and emotional fitness and nutrition
for the student body to be healthier."
A current project of the Health and Wellness Center is a new
smoking cessation program. It is free to students, employees and
members of the community who are interested in quitting the
dangerous habit of smoking.
The program is presented in conjunction with the State Board
of Health through the department's local chapter, Central
District Health. The state of Idaho and the American Cancer
Society are providing funding. The program consists of four
one-hour support-group classes in a two-week period. Each session has 12 to 15 seats available.
This program is seeking as many participants as possible by
the program June 30, 2001. Funding will be cut by the end of
June if It fails to attract enough participants,
The American Cancer Society and the state plan to use this
program to help compile as much data possible about the problem of smoking in Idaho. Martindale urges students who smoke,
or know someone who does, to take charge of their health by
taking advantage of this opportunity.
Tlie majority of services offered by the center are designed to
help students devise an exercise plan to suit them. Martindale
will run a series of tests and questions to students to help determine their individual needs.
Cholesterol tests are covered through the student health
insurance plan, but not certain medications and the exercise testing. The feefor the fitness testing is $5. .
,
Along with these exercise programs; the Wellness Center also
offers support and encouragement
.'
"I'm always looking for new interns in the health and 'nutrition awareness programs," said Martindale. "If there aren't
enough staff members, then the campus can't be served as
much."
For any questions or Concerns about this program, or to
obtain an mternship in the Wellness Center,please contact Shane
Martindale, at 426-3364 or 426-1459.
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Broncos come up short
in SEC country·
.
by Pete Erlendson
the Arbiter
ost people need two feet
to do the walking.
_ The .Broncos only needed
one foot.
,
Boise State was short one
foot and an extra point from

M

tying the Arkansas Razorbacks
and likely sending the game
into overtime.
Final score Arkansas 38,
BSU 31.
You can do all the talking in
the world, but the fact is the
walking is all that counts.
The Boise State offense
seemed intimidated by the

Player profile
Captain Tara Brinkerhoff
hy Josh loulan
the Arbiter

T

he senior, outside hitter came to Boise in 1997 from Mesa,
Arizona and saw llinited playing time as a freshman. "Iprobably should have redshirted so I would have another year of eligibility," she said. Brink, as her teammates call.her, quickly earned a
starting role for the team as a sophomore and never looked back.
Last season Tara led the team in kills at 3.4~ a game and digs with
a 3.29 a game average.
With four different coaches in her four seasons with the
Broncos, Brinkerhoff could be disappointed in the lack of stability,
instead she focuses on the positive, "four different coaches helped
me learn four different styles," she said. "Coach Sturm is really into
self motivation, focusing on getting yourself ready to play."
Her goals for the team this season are pretty lofty for a team
filled with 8 underclassmen, "I'd like to shock some teams, we're a
really young team but
.
.
we're ready to play," said
Brinkerhoff. "(The Big
West) is a really strong
conference but I think we
can finish in the top five,
we don't have as much
experience but we're very
quick" she continued.
Brinkerhoff said the
best part of her experience at BSU has been her
teammates, "the funnest
team I've ever played
with!" She also tells us to
keep our eye on newcomer
Jacqueline Heler "She's an
.awesome athlete" Brink
raves about the 6' I" middle blocker from Palo Alto
CA. A physical education
.. major, Tara would like to
teach and coach kids when ...
. she graduates.

/

Southeastern
Conference
Razorbacks.
The 58,286 capacity crowd
in Little Rock, Ark. watched as
the Razorbacks went up on
BSU 240-0.
Boise State's defense started
out strong with a quarterback
sack by senior defensive end
Zack Weber.
_ Arkansas' spark started flying.
.
The Hogs trotted down the
field before being stopped by
the BSU defense.
The Razorbacks attempted a
field goal - wide left.
Soon the BSU offense would
virtually give Arkansas 14
points.
The Broncos got the ball
back, but it wouldn't be long till
.the offense began to selfdestruct.
Senior Bart
Hendricks,
tabbed by Arkansas head coach
Houston Nutt as one of the top

five QBs in the SEC, was intercepted on an under-thrown pass
to Lou Fanucchi in first quarter.
Arkansas returned it 88yards for Arkansas first points
of the game.
Arkansas 7, BSU o.
And then before the Broncos
could hardly blink, a tipped pass
by sophomore receiver Andre
Banks led to a diving interception on the rs-yardline by the
Razorbacks.
A 9-yard run and another 1yarder put Arkansas smack dab
in the end zone.
Arkansas 14, BSU o.
Arkansas even went for
broke as they used a little trickery with an on-side kick, which
the Hogs recovered. The same
play BSU used against Idaho
last season, worked against the
Broncos.
Rules state that as long as
the kicking team kicks the ball
more than 10 yards, they can

obtain'possession if they get to
the ball before the receiving
team, or if the receiving team
mishandles the pigskin.
Arkansas marched 44 yards
in nine plays to score on a 25yard field goal in 3:17.
Arkansas 17, BSU o.
On the first play of the second quarter Arkansas sent star
receiver Boo Williams down
field for a 75-yard air-it-out
touchdown to burn senior
Dempsy Dees.
Arkansas 24, BSU O.
Soon, the BSU defense
showed signs of brilliance as
they had. a big fourth down
stop on a fourth-and-t-foot,
The Bronco offense did not
have the words 'give up' in their
vocabulary, as BSU rumbled
down the field to score the
Broncos first points.
.Forsey ran fora first down
on 'a second-end-s-yards to the
so-yard line.
'
Junior widout Jeb. Putzier
pulled in a nearly picked off
ball on third-and-s-yards,
Hendricks handed Forsey
the football who missed some
tackles and powered his way to
the 8.
Boise State couldn't complete the pass on third down.
SophomoreNick Calaycay's
field goal was good.
Arkansas 24, BSU 3.
The defense continued its
show as sophomore safety
Quintin Mikell forced and
recovered a fumble on the
Arkansas 35-yardline.
A completion. to Fanucchi
for a first down.
.
Later a rocket pass from
Hendricks to Fanucchi brought
the Broncos to thel6-yard line.
Calaycay kick - 3 points.
Arkansas 24, BSU 6.
. Boise State head coach Dirk
Koetter described the first half:
'We sucked. They out-coached
us. They out-played us."
The second half
The BSU defense came out
in the second half ready to play.
The Broncos stopped the
Razorbacks in their own backfield on the first play.
Two quick incomplete pass-

,.:- . ..-.

SePte.s~-=--SIr-""" --------------es and Arkansas was forced to
punt
The second half comeback
began.
Hendricks completed a first
down pass to Putzier.
Then a sr-yard reception
. and run by senior tight end
Robby Snelling brought
the
Broncos to the Arkansas 2-yard
line.
On
second-and-goal
Hendricks completed a quick
toss to fullback Shay Swan for
BSU's first. touchdown of the
night
'"
The Broncos lined up.forthe
two-point conversion.
With Arkansas defenders in
the face of Hendricks, the Big
West Offensive Player of the
Year found Fanucchi in the
. back of the end zone for two.
Arkansas 2+, BSU 1+.
Once again the BOise" State
defense stopped the Arkansas
.offense
and the Razorbacks
, were forced to punt
The Bronco secondary finally got its first interception, of
the season with a D. Ross pick,
but BSU's offense was unable to
sustain a drive and the Broncos
punted.

13

Arkansas' Cedric Cobbs ran
down BSU's throat to score the
Razorbacks fir$t points of the
second half with 2:540left in the
third quarter.
Arkansas SI, BSU 14.
The Bronco special teams
showed why they are called
special Saturday night as redshirt freshmari David Mikell
answered ~JalJlsas with a 98yard kickolr return to bring the'
Broncos within' 10 points. The
return was the second longest
in Bronco history. "
,~kansas
SI,BSU 21
The special teams continued: '
Travis Burgher, a red-shirt
freshman, got in and blocked an'
Arkansas punt BSU recovered
at the Arkansas ss-yard line.
Boise State was setup in the
fourth quarter to chip away at
the Arkansas "leael,·thanks to a
freshman named Burgher, with
a 42-yant field goal by Nick

for gold as Hendricks completed to tailback Forsey for a 42yard touchdown. The Broncos
scored in 4 plays for 740-yards in
only I:SS.
Tie ball game.
Arkansas SI, BSU SI.
. "We'didn't beat ourselves (in
thesecond-haIf},"
said Koetter.
"We out-hit them" in the second-half, and we didn't turn the
ball over. We just put oddelves
into too deep of a hole in the
first quarter. They out-coached
us and they out-played us in the
first quarter. Midway through
the second quarter I think we
settled down' and 'played Boise
State football."
But a Razorback
drive
would prove devastating to the
Broncos. ,
With 6: 12 left in the fourth
Ross slipped and Arkansas capitalized with a p'as~ and walk
right into the end zone by the
Razorback
receiver
Boo

Calaycay.

Williams.

,

Arkansasat,

BSU 2+.
The Bronco defense came up
big as they stopped the Hogs
from scoring.
On third-and-a,
BSU went

""Arkansas S8,
Boise State
their controlled
and went to the
ing attack

BSUsl.
deviated from
passing game
deep ball pass-

It didn't work
BSU had to punt
When the Broncos got the
ball back BSU went into their
two-minute offense.
'
A huge 4O-yard Banks reception downed
BSU at the
Arkansas s-yardline,
First,
second,
and third
down came and went with no
progress.
With exactly one minute to
go in the game the Broncos
were fourth-and-goal
on the
Arkansas 9-yardline.
One chance to go for all the
marbles.
---------------HendrickS completed to Swillie on
the t-foot line and
DATE
the Broncos were
Sept. 2
stopped .
Sept. 9
And that was it
The
Broncos
Sept. 16
came up one foot
Sept. 28
short of doing the
Sept. SO
walking,
but all
Oct. 7
that was left for the
Oct. 14
Broncos was some
Oct. 21
talkin
Oct. 28
An~' as we all
Nov. 4
know, you can't
Nov. II
talk yourself out of Nov. 18

a loss.
Koeter said: "We take' a loss,
. number one, and there's ino
moral victories in football. But ,
I'm extremely proud of the way
our guys competed, the way our
~y~ h~stled ,:md the way we
didn t gIVe up.

Contact Pete -at Pete@arbiter-

mailcom

2000 Football Schedule
OPPONENT
atNew Mexico
Northern Iowa
'
at Arkansas
at Central Michigan
Operr ~ • ~ .
at Washington
State
Eastern Washington
North Texas
at New Mexico State
at Arkansas St.
Utah St.
Idaho

SCORE
Sl'LIV
42-17
SI-S8
11:00

W,
W

L
a.m.

S:OOp.m.
S:05 p.m.
S:05 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
s.oo p.m.
1:05 p.m.
1:05 p.m.

,Welcome Back

Pizza by the Slice for the next two weeks
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Broncossend Bulldogs running home with

tails between their legs
by Renae Hall

the Arbiter
·spirits were high and smiles
were pasted on the Boise
State soccer players Sun. 17, as
they walked over the Gonzaga
Bulldogs with a 5-1 victory.
Four of the goals chipped in
were by sophomore Brittany
Zoellner who broke another
record for BSU with number of
goals scored in a game.
"I couldn't have done it without the team," said Zoellner.
"Everything is coming together."

Zoellner scored the first two
goals of the game with assists
by Abigail Roche and Dayle
McNabb.
Gonzaga tried to hold on as
they scored near the end of the
half putting the score at 2-1,
but that was the only goal the
Bulldogs got to see. The
defense of BSU shut Gonzaga
out, and the offense took control.
The second half started off

photo by: Rafael Saakyan theArbiter

quick as Boise State put two
goal of the game in
goals in within the first ten
the .second half but
minutes of play.
couldn't capitalize on
The Bulldogs had a close . the scoring opportucall for scoring as they almost
nity.
chipped the ball over Bronco
The goal for BSU
goalkeeper's head, but fell short
came from junior
when number 23 Lindsay
Jamie Nicholsen in
Vandenburg made a save. BSU
the 51st minute.
then added one more goal into
Then, ten minutes
the net making the score fmal
later the Rebels blastat 5-1.
ed the ball past
"I can't say it enough about
Jeanne Curtice-Orm
the team ...everyone did their
tying the game at 1-1.
part," said Zoellner.
UNLV delivered
BSU head coach Steve Lucas
the fmal punch to the
said the Broncos played their
Broncos home openbest two games of the season
ing defeat as Suzanne
this weekend, though they only
Jensen scored from
walk away with one win.
20 yards out. She
As Lucas was happy about
blew a shot that was
their win on Sunday, he mainunstoppable
past
tains that the best game they
BSU's
keeper
played was on Friday against
Curtice-Orm.
the UNLV Rebels. 'Boise State
lost 2-1 to UNLY.
"Unfortunately we suffered
"We just couldn't finish,"
through some lapses which
Lucas said.
allowed UNLV, back into the
The Broncos scored the first
game," said Lucas, "but we told

everyone we were going to play
better, and we are playing better every game."
BSU will travel to their next

five games. The first of the
series starts at Portland State
on Sept. 22.

Pete's Player of the Game
Sophomore safety Quintin Mikell racked up 10 total sacks
against Arkansas. He also forced one fumble and had one fumble
recovery.
,
In 1999 Mikell was selected to the
second team All-Big West Conference.
Last season the Eugene, Ore. native
was second on the team in total tackles
with 99.
Mikell played his high school football at Willamette High School and
earned first team all-league honors as
a wide receiver and a defensive back.
Also, Mikell received honorable
mention all-state honors as a defensive
back in 1997.

Quintin Mikell

Pete's Picks
I was correct about all Big West games last week. I did think
Idaho would make for more of II game against Oregon.
Arkansas State will be destroyed by Texas Christian - Georgia
will pound New Mexico State - Kansas State will annihilate North
Texas - Arizona State will beat up on Utah State which comes off
a bye - Idaho will fall to ().4 as they lose to Washington State.
This week ·.the Broncos travel to play the Central. Michigan
Chippewas. Central Michigan is 1-2 and just came off a 31-10 loss
to Wyoming. BSU comes off a disappointing loss to Arkansas. The
Broncos have advanced to a new level of football and will not go
back. Boise State will clobber Central Michigan 4+18.

In the hunt for the H-Bowl
Big West Conference Standings
, Conference

.

Boise St.
Utah St.
NMSU
ASU
Idaho
UNT

All g'C!JDes

W L Pts.OP
0 0
0 0
0 '0
0 0
0 0
0000

0
0
0
0
0

W 'L Pts.OP
0
0
0
0
0

2
1

1
1

o '2
o 8
o 8
o 8

69
52
47
102
181
71

Western Athletic Conference Standings
Conference

Teu
Tulsa

UTEP
San Jose St.
Hawaii
Fresno St.
Rice
SMlJ
Nevada

All games

W L Pts.OP

W LPts. OP

1
1
1

2 0 82
1 2 58
1 2 68
1 1 100
012045
o 2 81
1 2' 58
1 2 51
o 2 17

o

o

o
o
o
o

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
1

41
28
87
0
0
0
16
20
10

10
16
20
0
0
0
28
87
41
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thanks from andrew
Hi. My name is Andrew.
education and history.

I'm a sophomore

here at B.S.U.

I run on the track team, and my major is physical

Last week was a fun week and I was glad to be able to share on Thursday some of the spiritual things that have
happened in my life. If you missed it, here is a bit of my story.
If you've played team sports yourself, or rooted for a favorite team, sometime I'm sure you've had the experience
of a game where you totally dominated, but ended up losing by a lucky, unbelievable comeback of your
opponent. Or maybe even worse; you've dominated for an entire season, and then not won the last tournament
or state championship.
Well, the Centennial High School basketball team was in that position last season.
For theentire season they were undefeated. They didn't losea game in over two months. Their record was an
impressive 23-0. When the district tournament came around, they were expected to walk right through and
eventually claim their state championship.
But, unbelievably, they lost both district games and were knocked
out of the playoffs. This team that looked unstoppable and on top of the world didn't even make it to the state
tournament .. In a similar way, my life took a sharp tum about a year and a half ago.
Being raised in a Christian home and.going to church all iny life didn't stop my worldly desires. Asa child, I
knew that Jesus Christ died on the cross for my sins, but I wasn't willing to give him control of my life. My
priorities in highschool were girls, popularity, and girls. And I did what I had to get them. Going to parties and
getting drunk was the avenue for this dream life I desired. For a year I lived the party life- staying up all night,
going to parties, getting drunk.jnaking
out with girls; then the same thing the next weekend. It was fun partying
with my friends and it paid off. In my senior year I had all the things I wanted: girls, friends, parties to go to,
money, a nice car. Like the Centennial basketball team, I thought I was on top of the world. There was no way I
was going to give that up for Jesus Christ. But I knew my life wasn't heading in the right direction. Just like the
basketball team looked poised and ready on the outside, but in the end had nothing, so the outside of my life
looked like I had everything I wanted, but on the inside I 'had no lasting satisfaction. My life was getting deeper
and deeper into sin and.I was getting less and less satisfaction out of the things I was doing.
After graduating from high school, I had two choice's. I could keep living for myself in the pleasures of the
world,or I could give my life to Jesus Christ. I knew that one day I would be responsible for the things I was
doing so I decided to make a change. I prayed to God a prayer like this, God, I know you have better plans for'
my life. Pleasetakemeback
and take control of my life. And God heard my cry! Immediately he started
changing my life. He firstconvicted
me' of my dishonesty. I surrendered it to. Him. Then He convicted me of
; my bad language and I surrendereditto Him-sthen music, then girls, then popularity. I was Willing to give up
things I would have diedforseveral months previously because Godwas filling the hole in my heart and giving
me a lasting satisfaction-that only he can give.
,
Mylife today has meaning. I have certain hope of eternal life. God accepted me and forgave all my sin
and changed my li~e. There are qualities in my life today that I never had- patience, genuine love for others,
peace.
This change in my life all started when four simple points became clear to me. First, that God loved me and that
his plans for my life are the most fulfilling. Second, that because of my self-centered, attitudes and actions I had
cut myself off from experiencing God's love. Third, if I believed that Jesus, God's Son, paid for my bad
attitudes and actions on the cross I could be forgiven and experience God's love. Lastly, that I needed to
personally acknowledge my need for God's forgiveness and accept what Jesus did for me. It was the most
important decision I will ever make. Thanks for letting me share it with you. And if you want to talk more give
me a call at 371-6653 or my email isandrewbook@boisestate.com.
andrew
P.S.... Thanks to all my friends on campus who mayor may not be involved with Baptist Student Ministries,
Intervarsity, Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Chi Alpha and Campus Crusade for Christ who wore blue shirts!
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Classic performance
Season ticket is the best entertainment bargain on campus

series brings
by Mike Wmter

the Arbiter

T

international

hree string players from
. Berlin, six percussionists
and a singer from Brazil, five
women from L.A playing
woodwinds, and a Russian
pianist from New York are the
world-class performers coming
to the SUB this year. They
make up the Student Union and.
Activites' Classic Performances
Series for 2000/200 1.

•

artists to

photos by: Zebrina and

Ted Harmon the ArbiUr

Student Union
•

"-c-.~.

Now in its fourth year, the
Classic Performance Series is
offering a season ticket for the
four-concert series of just $15
for BSU students. For the price
of a CD you can experience in
person four internationally
known performing artists.
Season tickets are not only
the best bargain around, they
are also the best way to broaden your' entertainment experience and enjoyment. For example, have you ever almost not
gone to something, but
went anyway because of
some obligation, such as .
a plan with a friend, or
because you had the
tickets already? Then
once you're there, and
you're clapping wildly;
you're really glad you
came. That's what a
season ticket can also
do, give that little extra
impetus to get you off
, your inertia.
Besides, your wide
and, cultivated range of
. interests
and taste
. might impress the per-
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son you invite along. Chamber
music won't bite you. And
these performers definitely
won't put you-to sleep (which
would not impr-essyour friend).
And at $S.75 a pop, can you
really get ripped off?
Actually, it's a series of half
chamber music, one piano
soloist, and a "wild card."
That's how Associate Director
Rob Meyer describes the one
event each year that's set apart
from the more standard performance types.
Meyer and his Performing
Arts Committee consist of several students and BSU Music
Department faculty pianist bel
Parkinson. They sort t,hrough
hundreds of classical and
"crossover" entertainers to·
put together "an eclectic
blending of tradition and
today."
'We like to put something in with a little
edge," Meyer said.
This year it is
'Anima" Brazilian
sounds. Last year
it was the "Khai

Chi" percussion ensemble from
Viet Nam. The year before that
it was a marimba soloist.
'We want to bring to the
campus the best performers
from around the world to complement the excellent local
artists we have at the Morrison
Center," Meyer said. 'We present performers the students
wouldn't see otherwise in a solo
setting."
That
setting
is The
Special Events Center in the
SUB. where the performers
are up,. close. and musical.
Following every performance is
a free reception nearby, where
'you can enjoy. conversation,
. Fine Host's finest snacks, and
meet the performers.
opening the 2000/200 1
- season on Saturday, Sept. SO
aft, 8 p.m, is. "Calico
Winds," fivepersonality filled women who play
,.everything from picco" 10 down to contrabassoon .. Their promo,iioiiaLphoto in an.
open· convertible in
the desert looks

like Thelma

Three Sisters.
The 'Winds" women bring a
varied program from Bach to
the tango. You will hear tunes
you know, but in new clothing,
so to speak; blended and interweaving voices of flute, oboe,
clarinet, bassoon and French
Horn, along with their complements of piccolo, English horn,
bass clarinet.
These artists will have plenty to say musically and verbally.
One lists her recreation and
"backyard interests" as "professional vocalist, amateur sommelier,
and
Kamikaze."
. Another lists under "Mascots"
a singing sunflower (batterypowered).
'
The series continues on
Friday, Nov. S with· the
Brazilian percussion ensemble
'i\nima." Based on .their CD,
this is some of the most amazing music I have ever heard.
Some is the expected folk
music; colorful, tuneful, and of
course highly rhythmic. Some
is lyrical, sung by a soprano, as
poignant as an opera aria and as

rich as
a string
quartet.
And some has
the lilt and precision
of Renaissance dance music.
hi addition to the voice, the
seven-member ensemble plays
harpsichord, and string, wind,
and percussion instruments
you have never seen before.
':Anima" is an exotic fusion of
east and west, north and south,
modern and ancient.
"Mesmerizing" was Meyer's
description of the effect on his
committee of the Thibaud Trio
(pronounced te-bo). The violinist, violist and cellist from
Berlin tour internationally to
great acclaim, and will be here
on Saturday, Feb. 11. Part of
what -is mesmerizing is their
memory: they are the only
chamber ensemble I know that
performs without music.
Closing the series will be the
return of Russian pianist
Alexander Paley. When Paley
first came to Boise about 10
years ago he called James Ogle,
conductor
of
the Boise

Philharmonic,
and asked for an
audition. He found himself
opening the Philharmonic's
season soon after with the popular
Rachmaninoff
Piano
Concerto No. 2. He made such a
hit with the audience that the
Philharmonic invited him back
for a solo recital the following
year. The same is true for audiences at the Special Events
Center, where he has performed
twice since then.
Mike
Winter
is
a
Communication/Journalism
major who has been the free-lana
classical music criticfor the Idaho
.Sta:tesmanjor the past nine years.
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An introduction to ASBSU
by Mike Klinkhamer

Associated Students. of Boise'
State University

ell here we are in yet
another semester for the
fall term: for some of you just
another set of classes and others going "what the hell am I
doing here?" Well, join the
club!
Been there, done
that! Hang. in there though
'cause it will get better, that I
can promise you.

W

e, ,1

••

Allow me to introduce
myself. My name is Mike
Klinkhamer and I'm your (yes,
I said 'your') Arts and Sciences
Senator in ASBSU.
Why
'your'? Well, you voted me
here! I'mjust one of the many
representatives
'You' have
while you're here at Boise
State. If you belong to one of
the numerous organizations
on campus or just individually
I and my fellow senators are
here to help in any way we
can. We sit on numerous
boards
and
committees
throughout the campus right
next to administrators
and
faculty who help make the
rules that govern you while
you're here. Have a complaint
about a grade or professor? Want to see a change for
the better in something you
presume wrong around the
campus? Does your club or
organization need some' support or funds? Well, those are
some of the many reasons
we're here. You.
Every other week I'll be
doing an expose' or story on a
particular
senator
within.
ASBSU to help identify who
you've got working for you
and just what ASBSU is all
about. We'll list any bill, resolution, or memorial that happens to come through the
Senate and try and explain
how or why something mayor
may not affect you. Also, if
you have any questions about
anything, feel free to send us
your questions and we'll try to
get them answered and printed as soon as possible.
Now, to tell you a little
about myself (this is the really
hard part!!), here goes.

. I'm beginning my second
'Who's Who' in 1999. I'm a
term as the Arts and Sciences
former disc jockey of 17 years
Senator in ASBSU. I'm an
right here in the Treasure
English major with a writing
Valley.
I'm on the BSU
emphasis' and I'm also going
Bowling Team. And I'm an
after my teaching certificate. I
absolute 'nut' for Boise State
hope to someday write selfUniversity and the Broncos. I
help kids' books covering
try to attend every football
numerous topics and subjects,
and basketball game, also a few
maybe a novel or two, and I
gymnastics meets, volleyball
want to teach third or fourth
games, tennis matches, and
grade special education in a
wrestling bouts. Where else
small rural area such as
can you get the opportunity to
Garden Valley, Idaho City, and
watch teams from all over the
Lowman. I love anything outnation compete for a coveted
doors, especially golf. I'm a
sports title? And how about
grandfather of two beautiful
last - year's
Humanitarian
grandsons,
Trenton
James
Bowl?! Way to go Broncos!!
(TJ), age 4, and Jaden Tyler
(IT), age 1 and two gorgeous
Anything I can do to help
nieces, Nischelle age 11 and
better
the
campus
1'111
Tresha age 7. I have three cats
there. And hopefully, so are
(Papa, Lovey, and Bear). I
you. Let's take some pride in
make a mean steak. I like clasour campus. Keep the grounds
sic Rock, country, and the
clean from trash and litter. If
oldies. Oh, have you gathered
you see any paper or trash layI'm a bit older than your usual
ing on the ground, lean over
senator? I'm a young (or try
and simply pick it up. It only
to be) 47. That 'try to be' gets
takes a second. If all sixteen. me in a lot of trouble at
thousand plus currently picked
times! I'm a proud disabled
up one piece of paper a day,
American veteran who served
even every other day, we'd
his country in the US Marine . have an absolutely gorgeous
Corps back when most of you
,campus. Not that we don't
weren't even a glitter in your
already, but you have to admit
mom or dad's eyer I've been in
I've seen a few areas that could
a single mode for over three
use a sprucing.
years. I work part time for the
City of Boise. I'm the ex-president of the Association for
Non-Traditional
Students
(A.N.T.S,) for the past, two
years. ' I was nominated for

Truth not always found
in corporate journalism
by Jeremy

,

Maxand and Martin Orr

Special to The Arbiter

K

TVB's
President
and
General .Manager Doug
Armstrong responded in the
Sept. 6 Arbiter to our article
"Church, State, and Media
Collude to Privatize Idaho
Public Television," which first
appeared' in' The Idaho Media
Project Reports. He wrote that
our analysis is '1ittered with
inaccurate statements"
and
"poorly
researched."
Irredeemably so: "There are so
,many fundamental inaccuracies
that it would be unproductive to
address each one."
We did our utmost to offer a
report
free
from
error.
Primarily, we did so because we
are interested in the truth.
Especially in this case, though,
error would have direct and dire
consequences. Had we disseminated false information about
"Idaho's NewsChannel7" we
would be risking our personal
credibility, our professional reputations, and legal action. We
couldn't take such risks, and so
were very, very careful.

Armstrong's
assertion
is
patently false, and we attempted
to correct KTVB's May broadcast of this inaccurate information in our July newsletter (see
'The Media on Marijuana: The
Debate
Itself
Could
Be
Harmful").
Third,
we have never
"(opposed) drug education in
the media", in conversations
with Armstrong, or in any
other forum. Rather, IMP is
calling for accurate and objective information about the relative risks of the consumption of
alcohol and other drugs, rather
than the propaganda that supports a prison industrial complex fueled by the incarceration
of citizens who use marijuana
medicinally and recreation ally.
Accurate information is shut
out of the dialogue, IMP
argues, in part because it constitutes a threat to corporate
media's interest in maintaining
revenue from the alcohol industry and from tobacco retailers.
These drugs together kill over
half million Americans a year.
All prohibited drugs combined
kill fewer than ten thousand.
Yet two million Americans are
in prison.

If our analysis is indeed "littered" with inaccuracies, then it
should not be difficult for Doug
Armstrong and his staff to
Finally, Armstrong misrepidentify even three specific facresents our analysis. He claims
tual errors. But, in July, our
we argue that KTVB is not sufnewsletter and this report were . ficiently supportive of Idaho
released and presented to every
Public Television
(IPTV).
corporate media outlet in Idaho.
Rather, we believe that corporate media outlets shouldn't be
We suspect that - had we
involved
in shaping public telemade even one serious mistake vision
policy
or programming
we would know by now.
at all. We point to KTVB's supHowever, Armstrong's brief
port of the "Enough is
letter in simply wrong in severEnough" drug misinformation
al of its assertions.
campaign, their support of the
exclusiveness
of
Mission
First, again, our report is not
Media, to identify. a converin fact "littered with inaccuragence of interests with those in
cies." That is false, and, we
the Idaho Legislature who
believe, maliciously so.
would punish IPTV for broadcasting "It's Elementary" and
Second,
although
an
"Our House" .,..,that is, for
Associate of the Idaho Media
,Project, was an invited speaker
acknowledging,
that
many
to the Boise event, rio one with
~dahoans~
the humanIMP was involved in the local
lry and the rights of gays and
organization of the May .6 lesbians. IPTV·. is threatened
international day. of protest to
end industrial; medicinal, and
. recreational hemp prohibition.
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Go green and
save yourself
by Devin

Ke1]-r

Special

P

to

the Arbiter

residential
candidate
Nader gave a fundraising
speech last month in Portland,
tickets to the speech cost $11,
roughly 10,000 people attended. Several days later George
W. Bush gave a free speech in
the same city, to a crowd of
roughly 500
Nader's request is simple,
go green, save yourself. His
'justifications and beliefs are so
extensive
and hard-hitting
that this short article will in
no way do him justice. There is
a strong, young, active and
inspiring third political party
in our nation- the Greens, and
its membership is growing.
Consumer activist and environmentalist Nader represents
its bid for the oval office, with
a bullhorn aimed at a disenchanted America. He and the
Greens are screaming at us all,
informing us of the atrocities
and beauties of our nation,
trying to get us involved in
politics, and, for the first time
in years, it is actually working.
Nader announced in his
. acceptance speech that we have
to act now, we have to work

together to build. a better
future (like other candidates,
but he actually means it). "To
achieve social justice, a sustainable and bountiful environment and an end to systematic bigotry and discrimination against law abiding
people merely because they
are different." He wants better-funded education, more
corporate accountability, and
most importantly, the freedom
for us all to make our own
political choices. The greens
want to bring, choice back to
the masses. This is the practice of deep democracy.
Deep democracy is an
attempt to bring power to the
people. The greens want to
focus on everyone's joint
potential for socio-political
change, grassroots activism
en masse .. They want us to
actualize this potential, to get
the non-voting masses to the
polls, to escape from the greed
and corruption that they see
predominant in social' norms.
The status quo system of electoral politics and government
will resist the attempts of the
greens as much as they can.
The powers that be are afraid
of the greens and the people,
They wish to continue the

present oligarchic trend. The
masters of commerce and
industry (and thus the media)
are doing the best hey can to
eliminate mainstream awareness of the greens, that's why
a good many of you reading
this publication still don't
know who they are. The message of the greens is not being
allowed to reach the people,
even though it is the message
of the people.
However, you will most
likely not hear this on the
mainstream news. What you
will hear will be misleading
information presented by the
democrats saying that a vote
for Nader is a vote for Bush,
that a vote for Nader is a vote
against abortion. This simply
isn't true, at the end of this
article are several websites
supporting my claim. This is
all propaganda defending the
democratic stronghold that is
the oval office.
Nader acknowledges that
his chances of winning are
extremely
slim. But the
chances of his winning a certain percentage of the vote
and achieving federal match-

continued on pg 21

We Apologize for the inconvenience
Forgive us if we are out' of the loop here. We are serious students who care about doing what needs to be done to get good
grades. Lately we have experienced a deep sense of irritation (com- ~.
monly known as RAGE).
You see, in the last few years we have been paying for hunting
permits (BSU parking permits), with the meager funds available to
us as a full-time students. All the while hearing that the PARKING
PROBLEM would soon be solved because of a new parking structure.
Last year we, and everyone we know at BS-YOU, looked on as
workers slowly built the new structure. It was refreshing to think that in 2000 we could possibly find a parking place near our classes
instead of walking in the cold, snow, and rain, all the way from the
stadium parking lot, especially when running on tight schedules.
We don't know who decided to be a complete ASS, but someone
decided to make that parking structure into a public pay-as-you-stay
place on our campus!
We will never forget the letter they sent to us over the summer t1";
stating the parking policy. We are amazed at how quiet they kept it,
until then, from virtually all of our friends and classmates.
Hmm ... exactly how does one address a situation like this - anger,
frustration, and gradually, feelings of rage?
We do not have time to go to meetings and argue about what
should be common sense. We are real people struggling out here in
the real world. WE ARE IN CLASSES OR STUDYING, TRYING DESPERATELY TO BETTER OUR LIVES OUT HERE!
WE DO NOT WANT ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL BENEFITS
TO HE~P US ON OUR WAY.JUST DO NOT MAKE IT ANY
HARDER THAN IT NEEDS TO BEl OK?
There is a tendency to overcomplicate a situation, especially
when you are trying to make yourself seem important or to appease
some lobbyist. This brings us' to an important question: WHAT
WAS THE MOTIVE OF THE PERSON WHO ~ULLED THIS - ..
SH·· ON ALL OF US? EVERYONE HAS A MOTIVE.
.
We have pondered the motive a great deal and will leave it up-to
the reader to decide, but let us consider the problem: STUDENTS
NEED GENERAL
PARKING NEAR THE ED, Mp,
MATH/GEO, SCI/NURSING AND BUSINESS BUILDINGS
RIGHT?
"I know let's build a parking structure with student fees covering the cost, then charge to park in it by the hour and allow public
parking tool" Then we'll build another one, and charge them to park
in it as well. Then, another and another.
All to what end? Only the rich will be able to park there anyway.
Hmm ...Are there any economic studies out there on the percentage
of students who could afford to park for 75 cents an hour? Do you
think that someone who has INFLUENCE or perhaps MONEY
told someone they needed covered parking at BSU to park their ~~
Mercedes? Curious,
I feel like the people in charge are out of touch with the people
they are supposed to be serving. Nothing new there.
Look, we do not have an extra $80 or $50 a month to pay for
parking in a structure that was intended -to solve a PARKING
PROBLEM. What is so hard about solving the problem? Build a
big parking structure for STUDENT GENERAL PARKING,
financing it with student fees set aside for that purpose - PERIODI
If students had parking available where they needed, it would be no
problem to pay an extra 10 Dollars a year! Stop complicating the
situation and solve the PARKING PROBLEM.
Brett and Denise Woods
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Computer-Lab Hours
• .All lab hours are subject to change due to staff availability.
• Call lab extensions for questions and latest information.
• Website for updated lab hours and lab hardware & software listings:
.
http://oit.boisestate.edu!cs/starting/students.'htm
.
.

..

Multipurpose Facility
MP-121
426-4042
http?/ /oit.1?oisestate.edu/stulab/

Business Building
B-209
426-1201
http://.cQbe.boisestate.edu/ coblab/
M-Th'
F

Sat
Sun

M-tb'

7:30am-l0:00pm
7:30am-7:00pm
8:00am-6:00pm
10:00am-4:00pm

F

Sat
Sun

.Communication Building
C-114

-.,

M-Th'
F
Sat & Sun

426~3816

M
T
W

Th
, Fri

Sat & Sun

•. .t

.. .

8:00am-9:00pm
8:00am: 12:00pm
11:00am-7:00pm

Education Building
£-417
426-1435

&

1:OOpm-7:00pm

......
[Placernerrt Testing

8:30am-3:30pm
8:30am-5:00pm
8:30am-7:00pm
8:30am-9:00pm
8:30am-5:00pm
CLOSED· . '

F

Sat
Sun

Only]

7:00am-l~:OOMidnight
7:00am-6:00pm
9:00am-5:00pm
~:OOam-l0:00pm

Peterson-Preco Learning Center
Pavilion
426-3077
http://pplc.boisestate.edu/pplc/
,M..,Th
F

Sat
Sun

7:00am-l0:00pm,
7:00am-5:00pm
CLOSED
4:00pm-l0:00pm
~

Public Affairs/ Art West Burldirrg
PAAW-125
426-3816
M
T
W

Th
F

Sat
Sun

8:00am-l :30pm & 5:00pm-7:00pm
8:00am-l0:30am & 12:30pm-5:30pm
8:00am-l :30pm s: 4:30-7:00pm
'8:00am-l0:30am
& 1:30pm-7:00pm
10:30am-5:00pm
11:OOam-3:00pm '
CLOSED

Technical Services Building
TS-219
426-4193

Engineering Building
ET-212/239
426-4428
http://oit.boisestate.edu/ stulab/': "'
M-Th

,,,,

This schedule will be effective sept 5 - December 19 and may be subject to
, change throughout the semester depending on lab usage,
.

7:00am-l1:00pm
7:00am-5:00pm
9:00am-5:00pm
12:00 noon - 9:00pm

M s: T
W & Th

F

Sat
Sun

8:00am-7:00pm'
9:00am-8:00pm
9:00am-5:00pm,
1l:OOam-3:00pm
Noon-5:00pm

Liberal Arts. Building
LA-206
M,W,F
T,TH

Sat-Sun

426-4210
3:30pm-6:00pm
3:00pm-6:00pm'
1:OOpm-6:00pm

To Obtain an email AccountT
1. Go to a computer lab with Internet access. Take a 3.5" diskette with you (some labs have diskettes availableforpurchase).
2. Go to the BSUHome Page on the World Wide Web.
,3: Access the followinglocationr .http://email.boisestate.ed.u/emaiihIp.htmI
4. A document called. ..email FrequentlyAsked Questions"will come up.' , .
5. You may read or print this document or any of the related. documents that can be accessed. from this page.
6. Student email is now email.boisestate.ed.u. Your emailaddresswillbeyourUSERID@email.boisestate.edu.
'.

,

Access from HorneT
1. Student fees are paid to provide for computer

labs, not access from home.

2. Students who need access from home may obtain this service from an ISP (Internet

Service Provider).

..

, '.
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Globalization_ protests and the corporate
·media:What is happening here?
multiple progressive agendas
into one cohesive wave of
human energy. Recent protests
of the Democratic National
Convention in Los Angeles and
the
Republican
National
Convention in Philadelphia, the
WTO Protest in Seattle last
November, and Melbourne,
Australia's
recent protests,
organized by labor, environmental, and human and civil
rights proponents, are evidence
of such a global movement. At
each of these events, the message is consistent - Profit over
people is no longer an acceptable way to conduct busi-

by Stuart Bryson
Special to the Arbiter

A

gray blanket of poisonous
gas floats above the
street. Police dressed in black
.riot gear and gas masks are
lined up in a phalanx, wielding
gas canister launchers, huge
rubber bullet and beanbag rifles
and batons. They face an intersection where thousands of
protesters with signs are hunkered down with bandanas covering their faces. An officer
grabs and throws a water bottle
from the hand of a protester
rinsing the eyes of a young
woman who had been doused
with pepper spray. Suddenly a
flash-bang grenade explodes,
sending a man rushing from the
crowd bleeding from the ears.
An officer begins shooting rubber bullets and hits several protesters in the back. ..The crowd
begins to chant as a cloud of
tear gas begins to envelop them.
'The whole world is watchingl"
This scene is commonplace
in some parts of the world. But
these protesters are. not .the
Philippines, or in Taiwan. They
are in the United States of
America. It is not 1968. In fact,
this is Seattle, November soth,
1999.
And 50,000 protesters have
gathered to fight for theenvi- . ness. The political machinery is
ronment, for human rights, .for answering more and more to
civil rights-for democracy. The. corporate interests and less and
WTO Protest was just the
less to the citizenry.
beginning.
In the next 10
After attending the WTO
months there has been an
Protest in Seattle and the RNC
explosion of such events. And
in Philadelphia
this past
to date the corporate news
August, a huge disparity
media has no clear explanation
between what actually- hapas to why tens of thousands of pened and what was reported
protesters continue to take to
(and
how)
became
the streets.
I say corporate
evident.
With occasional
rather
than
'mainstream,'
exceptions, almost all newspabecause the 5 percent of the pers, magazines and television
population that own the major . . stations presented images and
media outlets doesn't constitute
stories that dealt exclusively
a majority.
with the police and protester
We are beginning to see in relationship, steering clear of
Boise, and other cities throughany dialogue on the issues being
out the United States, increasraised by those protesting.
ing evidence of an organized
Protesters were, and contindemocratic grass-roots move- ue to be, portrayed largely as an
ment
unruly, unorganized mob with
Growing global awareness
diverse and unrelated interests
over the past several years has with a taste for rebellious
resulted in the aggregation of behavior. The focus has pur-

posefully been shifted from
away from the pro-democracy
humanitarian and environmental messages.
Such media bias does not
come as a surprise considering
that large corporations own virtually every major media outlet For example, Newsweek is
owned by NBC, which is owned
by General Electric (G.E). G.E.
manufactures military aircraft
jet engines and turbines for the
cooling. systems in nuclear
power plants.
Relationships
between for-profit companies,
and the information that. we
consume to understand 'the

W.e are beginning to see
in Boise, and other cities
throuqhout the United
Stotes.Increcslnq evidenceof an organized
democratic grass-roots
-, movement.

I

J

"I

world around us, are problematic and suspect. How objectively
and accurately are Newsweek or
CNN going to report on issues
that impact billions of dollars in
profit 'for the multinational
companies
that
own
them? Why would these news
sources recognize the legitimacy of grassroots
citizens
groups that call into question
the highly profitable global ec0nomic practices that make these
corporations so wealthy? .
The initial media framing of
any event has a far reaching
impact on the public's perception and understanding.
For
instance, during an anti-police
abuse march in Philadelphia,
criticizing the police department for brutality, racism and
killing unarmed suspects, the
media used one particular
police-protester
moment to
frame the public dialogue for the

entire week. Chanting, "the
bigots say get back, we say fight
backl" protesters
marched
through the streets of downtown Philly, stopping at a line of
police officers. In full view of
reporters and camera people,
the police turned on signal and
marched one block to the rear,
showing "great restraint and
discipline" in the face of the
"hostile mob" for the corporate
news reporters. Unfortunately,
the restraint lasted only one
day, and was quickly followed
by more traditional methods of
police restraint,
including
unjustified arrests, with bails as
high as $1 million dollars, illegal searches of activist workspaces, and physical abuse for
those incarcerated.
The public perception, however, had been set - the police
acted responsibly and the protesters illegally.
Not since the 1960's have
activists in such large numbers
targeted the political machinery
in the United States for its policies that favor the wealthy and
the white. Due to these eco-

nomic and political policies, the
disparity between the wealthy
and the middle and working ~
classes
continues
to
increase.
In terms of real
wages, the wealthy continue to
get wealthier, while the other
80-90 percent of the population's real wages have not
increased since the 1970's. It is
estimated that as many as 100
million Americans will not vote
in the upcoming Presidential
election. Some contend this is
because life is good in America
and it will continue to be good
regardless
of who
gets:fl
elected. Others, however, feel
that the real reason is that there
is no real choice between the
two major candidates. Neither
Bush or Gore firmly address
important issues such as campaign fmance, reduction of military spending, establishment
of a living wage, re-negotiation
of international trade agr~
ments to protect American
jobs, universal health coverage,
a reduction of public subsidies

continued on pg 23
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Go green continued from pg 19
ing funds in the next election are looking better and better every-::
day. If we show our support by voting for Nader, and enlightening our friends to what we have learned, we begin' to practice
deep democracy. We start to make a small difference in the flow
of our community and our existence. This small change can
grow exponentially in four years time.
Unfortunately, due to difficult voter registration practice and a
biased electoral system, Ralph Nader will not be on the ballot in
Idaho. BUT HE' CAN STILL BE ENTERED AS A WRITE-IN
CANDIDATE. Our votes can make a difference. Also, if this has
moved you in any way, I encourage you to register as soon as pos- ".
sible. You may not vote in an election until two weeks after you
are officially registered (which is a primary reason why Nader is
not on the ballot).This is appearing in a college publication. This
article (if published) could' possibly reach several thousand
potential voters, a sizable force in a state this small.
We must not be discouraged, we must realize that we can make
a difference, and we must question how much longer we will be
able to fight for our rights at all.
There are many sources online with much more thorough and
pertinent information; .. these are only a few;
www.votenader.org .
www.naderiQQQ,org
www.idahQgreens,org
www.michaelmoore.org

>.
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The State of the Sandal
Flip-flops are wonderful things
hI Kate

Hoffinan
the Arbiter
"

.,

have an extremely bizarre
tan. I didn't ask for a bizarre
tan; in fact, I rarely tan at all.
Any ultraviolet rays sneaking
past my sunscreen force field
cause freckles and fruitless sunburn.
Despite this, I have two
vaguely pentagonal dirty spots,
one on top of each foot, bearing
witness to my choice of
footwear this summer.
Sandals
are
wonderful
things. Comfortable, lightweight, and cool, they allow
ones' phalanges to wiggle,
breathe, pick items up and
assist in simple arithmetic
equations. Like sharks, sandals
have survived from antiquity to
the modern day; unlike sharks,
they" show no sign of endangerment. In fact, each spring
heralds larger and more eclectic collections of this minimalist footwear;
,
If clothes make the man,
then should not sandals likewise be a reflection of the wearer? I began examining the state
of the sandal at Boise State.
Around me I saw feet clad in a
dizzying array of sandal vari. eties: Birkenstocks, fisherman

I

.... ,

., ,

sandals, high-heeled dress and
flat-soled . athletic
sandals,
mules, slides and thongs.
Some were leather; others
merely pretended to be. There
were vinyl and blatantly plastic
specimens. A passing. pair of
dollar-store plastic flip-flops
reminded me of a friend's college shoes made of yarn, cardboard, and duct tape.
Many of the athletic styles
had apparently nylon straps,
while less sturdy styles were
constructed of soft fabric.
Several feet sported embroidered, beaded, or die-cut
designs on their sandals, while
others were decked out with
bold brand logos.
Most sandals were flat-soled,
but others had heels or platforms. Some of these were held
together by Velcro, and others
with plastic or metal buckles..
One or two had laces, and several had no adjustable fastenings.
Overall, they ran the gamut
from extremely practical to
ridiculous, from inordinately
expensive to cheap, from boring
and sedate to footwear fit for
royalty. What conclusions could
I draw from this melange of
summer shoes?
I began with my own feet,
which
were
comfortably

encased in very plain, pseudoleather athletic sandals. The
marketing term is 'hiking sandals,' although hiking with foot
bared and no ankle support is a
proposition only a shoemaking
executive would dream up.
Objectively, I would say the
wearer of these sandals was
practical, did a lot of walking,
and didn't worry overmuch
about fashion. A pretty fair
description, overall ... but I was
not content to let a sleeping
theory lie.
I pictured in my mind a pair
of s-inch platform, lavenderglitter-encrusted dancing sandals: essentially disco balls for
the feet. Terribly impractical,
arguably tacky, immoderately
flirtatious - and owned by
yours truly, who would and
could not disco for love nor
money. Well, maybe for the
right amount of money ....
Perhaps one can't tell a per.,
son by his or her sandals, after
all. Still, I found myself preoccupied with the subject.
.
My thoughts quickly wandered to the Great Sock Debate.
Is it proper to wear socks with
sandals, and if so, must "they be
white? As a firm believer that
life is too short to wear boring
socks, I discarded the white

sock mandate immediately. Yet
were socks ever permissible
(outside of Europe)?
Most agree that very long
socks worn with shorts is a
colossal fashion faux pas.
Others insist that socks are
compatible with sandals, with
long pants only.
Of course, the act of pairing
sandals and socks eliminates an
entire world of accessorizing. A
good number of nether digits
currently sport toe rings, a phenomenon which strikes me as
attractive
but
potentially
uncomfortable. Another cutebut-uncomfy style is the eternity anklet, a contraption consisting of matching toe ring and
anklet connected by an ornamental chain.
While both of these fashions
are predominantly girl-oriented, there is no gender barrier
for tattoos. Both male and
female feet have tattoos, usually
on the outer ankle. Since sandals accentuate the foot, they
"serve as an ideal frame for this
somewhat less seasonal accessory. "
Another fashion statement
. that sandals encourage is toenail polish, which is becoming
increasingly popular with both
guys and gals. As I found to my

dismay as I studied my own
feet, wearing sandals has the
unfortunate
side effect of
emphasizing toenail disrepair.
The flood of passing feet
slowed, so I slipped my raggedtoenailed, peculiarly tanned.feet
into my practical sandals and
headed out of the SUB.
Carefully
maneuvering
across the Magic Eye carpet, I
wondered: What is the future of
the sandal? Unless Nike has lost
its touch, we already have airpump sandals, but what about
digital sandals that calculate the
distribution of your weight on
the sole and calibrate to adjust?
How about indestructible sandals for those of us who go
through several pairs each summer? The possibilities are endless: heated sandals for winter
wear, GPS sandals (for freshmen in Chaffee)... maybe sandals with ankle support.
Perhaps sandals with custom
designs carved on top, for per-·
sonalized tans? Until then, I
fully intend to enjoy my two
dirty smudges and my 10 freely
wiggling toes:

Corporate journalism continued from pg t 8

It·

with privatization, we argue, because private stations can pull
shows that offend powerful, but tiny minorities, while public stations must admit everyone.
At least we agree on one thing. As we wrote in the April 6th
Boise weekly, and as Armstrong paraphrases without attribution in
his letter, "just because one has the right to do something, doesn't
mean it's the right thing to do," Corporations do under current law
enjoy First Amendment free speech rights, so they can say pretty
much what they want.
IMP will continue to encourage KTVB and other outlets to
adhere to the standard of truth so as to serve the interests of all of
Idaho's diverse Communities and constituencies. In fact, we'd prefer that KTVB did not adhere to what Armstrong refers to as the
"gold_standard" of .corporate journalism.

,,,-I

Associate Directors
The Idaho Media Project
P.O. Box 2194Boise, ID 83701
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The PC Factory
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by Lesleigh Owen

The Arbiter
.Mere

weeks ago, your
mother kissed your dewy
cheek, and wrung from you
promises of sobriety and clean
underwear. Now, you find yourself clasped, again or for the
very first time, to the bosom of
our educational system. Well,
campers, stifle those sniffles,
hold onto your freshly starched
undergarments and strap yourself in for a bumpy ride.
The liberals gotcha now.
No use denying it; university
campuses and liberal thinking
find themselves clenched in a
liplock that would make the
Gores blush in embarrassment
According to a survey conducted between 19409and 1975 by
researchers
Hyman
and
Wright, college graduates rank
highest in such warm fuzzies as
humanitarianism, morality and
civil responsibility. Another
study, this one even performed
during the era of jelly shoes
and Ronald Reagan, reported
higher levels of altruism
among college attendees. Other
studies that wind through the
80's and 90's consistently reaffirm these findings, some even
directly, linking levels of liberalism to number of years spent
in college.
,
Not that
should come as
a big surprise for. anyone; after
all, college campuses have often
and historically acted as seats of
mind-expansion, social activism
and freer thinking. Or perhaps,
as a conservative leader quoted
in the pages of the journal JTztal
Speeches preaches, "our colleges
no longer guard and transmit
our culture but are institutions
of thought reform, providers of
compulsory leftist political reeducation workshops." In an
article entitled "The Dirty
War' in the Jan. 22, 1996 edition of Forbes" Thomas Sowell
solemnly .agrees . that leftists,
bleeding hearts saturating our
campus grounds; have successfully sandwiched the hostile
takeover of .our educational
institution between their bi-

this

weekl}/NOW and ACLU meetings. "
No longer, these men wail,
do college curricula mandate
such perennials as mathematics,
physics and "Last of the
Mohicans". Instead, many universities offer such courses as
Lesbian Novels, Cultural Values
and Gender and Rock and Roll
not only as viable classes, but as
actual means to satisfYstudents'
core requisitesl
.
Oh sure, you think you're
immune to the liberals' diabolical influence. After all, you reason, you're a born and bred
Idahoan, conservative 'til your
dying breath. George W. to the
end, hoorah for big business,
boo on big government, right?
Wrong, my fresh-eyed, naive

We'll start subtly,
slowly rolling
cndknecdlnc
vourvounc

mind

before throwing
_ it into the l'eftist
baking oven,
future sidekick. We'll get you
and your little dog, too.
We'll start subtly, slowly
rolling and kneading your
young mind' before throwing it
into the leftist baking oven. You
won't even start noticing the
difference until Thanksgiving
when, during the ritual carving
of the turkey, you stun Mom
and Pop by pondering out loud
just why so many birds had to
die for this ceremony.
Now,now, let's not blame all
of your impending metamorphosis on those ex-hippie pro-,
fessors and their radical college
courses. As the conservative
columnists fall over themselves
to' point out, some credit rests
on the shoulders of those'
wacky "PC gangs," those "multiculturalists." Not content to
fester within theiJ: black-lightlit dorm' rooms, thinking up

newer
and
even
more
euphemistic labels, these language wranglers prey on our
rosy-cheeked, first-year .students and their innocent slips of
the tongue. Armed with studies
proving women's lowered selfesteem in the face of the universal "he" and highlighting the
predominance of upper-class,
Anglo men staining our history
lessons, these gang members
slither through our classrooms,
stuffing our educational stockings full of ethnic, sexual, racial
and gender representation.
Those PC gangs, :.~mp
backpacks bursting with books
by Noam Chomsky, Patricia
Hill Collins and Michael
Parenti, manage to recruit the
unlikeliest members. Like a bite
on the neck, their progressive
message stings initially but
soon spreads throughout the
system, transforming political
and social apathy into a neverending quest to learn and do
more.
Meanwhile, such shamelessly leftist college courses as
"Women in Religion" and
"African American Studies"
sneak subversive, diversity-tolerant messages into students'
malleable little minds. Events
such as BSU's Human Rights
Week in January and Women's
History Month in March fur-'
ther infect them with the need
to put the quotidian on trial and
shake up their social roles.
In other words, we get you
from every side. Go ahead and
try to bury yourself in your
English, Biology and Western
'Civ. courses, Try and pretend
you don't increasingly notice
the lack of racial representation
on the tube or the sexist whispers of your Coworkers. You
can run, my little convert,· but
you can't hide. You give us four
years, and you'll rank right up
there with the rest of us oldtimers in embodying such disgustingly cuddly traits as altruism, social awareness and help-

fulness.

GoOOlizotlon continued from P9 21
and tax breaks for large corporations. In the same way the corporate media ignores the purpose of the protests, it virtually ignores
·the third party presidential candidates as well. When candidates
such as the Green Party's Ralph Nader are mentioned, it-is to delegitimatize and marginalize their campaigns.
Both the Democrats and the Republicans are. irrevocably
grounded in corporate global interests as much as the
media. Campaign finance is at an all-time high with lobby groups
pouring money into the Democratic and Republican campaigns. In )a recent survey in 'The Nation," both campaign contributors and
voters indicated that they felt members of Congress make decisions based on what their political contributors want 68-80 percent
of the time. At one time in our not-so-recent political past, the idea
that global corporate interests are undermining democracy, environment, human and civil rights in the United States fell into the
category of "conspiracy theory" for most people. For many, however, this is becoming more of a reality. These changes have
occurred largely two reasons.
For one, many are calling into question the actions of multinational corporations and their secretive, undemocratic bedfellows. A
, recent report commissioned by the United Nations strongly criticizes three of these major organizations: the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and World Trade :7
Organization (WTO). The report maintains that their influence
over many developing countries has had negative repercussions on
basic human and civil rights. The report focuses on the lack of
transparency and accountability, and the lack of a democratic structure at all.
The second major factor influencing our changing paradigm is
the way we access information, such as the use of, "free" and immediate discourse via the Internet. In the same way that television
coverage of the Vietnam War and the Civil Rights Movement was
instrumental in raising citizens' consciousness of current events in
the 1960s, the internet has opened channels to immediate global
information free of corporate biases limited to the interests of
advertisers and media owners that currently plague the majority of
the media. Never has so much information been available to so
many people. Consequently, it has facilitated communication ~~
between groups across the street and across the world.
Living in Boise for over 10 years I have been witness to many
changes, More recently, I have noticed the rise in groups on and off
campus that focus on ecological, social, human rights and labor and
fairness issues in the media.
Some newcomers include the Idaho Media Project, The Campus
Greens and chapters of Food Not Bombs. This sprouting of
grassroots democratic organizations is indicative of the politics of
globalization and the lack of representation of certain minorities
in more traditional political venues. Direct action has been more
and more evident here
Boise, 'with Green Party and industrial
hemp and marijuana decriminalization rallies on the steps of the
State Capital.
At 5:80 on Sept 26th activists from various groups who believe
people should come before profit will again rally in front of the x
State Capital as a part of a global day of action, In Prague, on the
same day, tens of thousands will congregate to protest the IMF
and World Bank policies of enforcing debt repayments that cause
hundreds of thousands to die in impoverished Third World
nations. It would be exciting to see a quarter as many fans of
democracy there, as we see football fans at a Bronco game!

in .

If that doesn't work, we can
always get the PC Gang to
come sing Woodie Guthrie
~ngs on your front lawn. Don't
make us get ugly.
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~irctic Spirit:

~ Banned BooksWeek
heroes will be honored

Inuit in~uit s"iritu~l,r~I~~ions
between ~man'and nature

ACLU of Idaho to sponsor localev~nts
.
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by Arbiter staff
WASHINGTON - What do a Boy Scout from California, a
Michigan sheep farmer and an sth grade teacher have in common?
The answer is both Harry Potter AND an extraordinary commit-'
ment to the freedom to read, and they're all coming to Washington
to be honored at the Library of Congress.
'
The Librarian of Congress, the President of the American
Library Association, senators and members of Congress representing .the heroes' home districts will be there when former
Congresswoman Pat Schroeder, president of the Association of
American Publishers, presents a special award to each of the
Banned Books Week Heroes. The event, which takes place on Sept.
25 and is open to the public, kicks off Banned Books Week, an
annual observance that reminds us not to take our precious freedom
to read for granted.
To celebrate the week, the American Civil Liberties Union of
Idah~ is sponsoring a week of free events. On Saturday, Sept. 23,
read!ngs from the banned and challenged children's books, 'The
Cat In the Hat," and "Harry Potter," will be held at Borders Books
and Music in Boise at 12 p.m.
'
On Tues., Sept. 26, excerpts from censored and ignored minority literature will be read at the Idaho Black History Museum at 7
p.m.
On Wed., Sept. 27, censored works from the Beat generation will
be read with live blues or jazz at the Blues Bouquet as part of "Beat
and Banned." The event begins at 6:30 p.m.
.
The last event, "Free Speech: Can It Be Too Free?" will be held
Thurs., Sept. 28 at 7 p.m.

S'PBpresents acclaimed'
films at budget' prices'
by Arbiter staff
he Boise State Student Programs Board presents criticallylaude~ feature fIl~s at a fract~on of premiere admission prices. '
T
All films will at p.m. the Special Events Center. Tickets are
7

$2

In

general admission and $1 for students.
The September film schedule is as follows:

''

Tuesday, September 19 'iyear of'the Horse"
"Year of the Horse" is leading American filmmaker Jim
Jarmusch's homage to the members of the long-time Neil Young
backup band, Crazy Horse. Drummer Ralph Molina, bassist Billy
Talbot. and guitarist Frank (Poncho) Sampedro make up the band.
Featunng segments of lesser-known Young pieces and intense
concert segments, director Jarmusch details the inner workings of
the band and their collaboration with Young. Filmed in Super 8, the
film revolves around performances from the 1996 summer tour.

Tuesday, September 26 "On the Ropes"

. .

You don't have to love boxing to be fascinated by "On the Ropes,"
a documentary that unfolds with the immediacy of fiction. This
powerful film ~ocuments three boxers from a Brooklyn gym at pivotal mo.men~ m theIr.lives. "On the Ropes" is a compelling real-life
drama m which ambition, hard work and dreams of glory compete
in the 'ring with the pummeling effects of urban poverty.
For more information, call 426-4636.

by Scott Horting-

A carved piece of bone, some'
.rl.ink
and some toilet paper
provided the demonstration
that led to the oldest continually running fine art print shop in
all of Canada. Another result
was the Arctic Spirit Canadian
Inuit exhibit of printmaking,
sculpture and original drawings recently on display at BSU.
Arctic Spirit was a display of
nearly 200 items from theprivate collection of John and
Joyce Price of Seattle, on loan
from June 21 to Sept. 15.
James Huston launched a
miniature arctic cultural revolution in the late 194<lsby innocently answering a simple question about a cigarette pack. An
Inuit man asked him how white
people were able to draw the
picture on one pack exactly like
the picture on another pack of
smokes:
Huston's inventive
use of common materials and
native art to illustrate a primitive intaglio print technique
sparked the imaginations of the
local artists.
Although the
native art tradition prior to
European contact included the
'carving of small ornaments,
utensils, and religious objects,
the type of art produced was
limited, by the migratory
lifestyle of the Inuit people.
The materials available were
also a constraint- with walrus
ivory and bone, whalebone,
baleen and caribou products
being the main options. An
exception was the carving of
soapstone and serpentine in the
production of the kudkik; the
combination oil lamp / heater /
stove of the Inuit. With the
adoption of a more sedentary
lifestyle, the stone, easily
carved and able to take a high
polish to reveal rich veins of
color, began to be used more
specifically for sculpture.
It was the efforts of James
Huston, himself an artist, but
acting in his role as a 'Canadian
Federal Officer, that encour- ,
aged the development of sculpture and printmaking as an eco-

curvilinear forms which are
nomic base among Inuit comeasier to smooth and polish,
munities on the coast, of
although Henry Moore's sculpHudson Bay.
tures come to mind with their
Many of the works in the
related
organic references.
Arctic Spirit exhibit anaivete of
Some of the prints benefit
the type so valued by Paul Kleefrom, their being influenced by
these are not, however, the proJapanese printmaking
techductions of the insane or of
niques, which Huston studied
children, but of elders of the
for six months before bringing
communities whose lead in
them to the Inuit. From' the
accepting art as legitimate
chop mark signatures to the
occupations of the people was
more subtle and essential qualiessential to the success of the
ties of simplicity and underexperiment. Marginal cultures
are by necessity conservative . statement, the Inuit prints display a humility in the face of
since innovation can mean
the natural world that is in hardeath if unsuccessful. To view
mony with Japanese esthetic
the range of expression with
values, while remaining uniquethis in mind enriches the expely their own.
rience considerably.
It is unfortunate that the lecOther pieces require no conture given by the collection's
text other than their own forowner John Price' came at the
mal elements.
The steatite
end of theexhibifs
stay in
stone sculpture, Inuit Family,
Boise, rather than at the beginwith its monolithic weight and
ning. It is nearly a cliche' to say
rough finish makes reference to
that this is a show that you
Michaelangelo's Slave series,
should not miss, but by the time
Brancusi's works, totem poles,
you have read this, it is all too
and would not be' out of place
sad. but true, that you already
in a New York gallery next to a
have.
Neri bronze, such is its mythic
timelessness.
Arctic Expression: Artist James
Many of the other sculpHuston uses native elements to
tures share a unity of style and
finish that is due to a large
, create miniature expressions of
extent to the plastic qualities of
northern life
the stone used.
Soapstone
photo
by:
Ted
Harmon the Arbiter
carves easily but lends itself to
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.Autumn A-MaiZE-ment
Johnson. told me.) So what was
my excuse for this three-hour
tour? Bad sense of direction?
No, I'll blame the people I was
with, who kept saying to tum
left when it was obvious we
should have turned right.
Five years ago, Brett Herbst
got the idea to make a maze out
of a cornfield from a farming
magazine. He started the first '
MAiZE in Provo, Utah, but the
concept has caught on like mad
and there are now over 60
MAiZE locations across the
U.S. Herbst has now designed
over 102 mazes since his first.
Last year's maze' drew over
40,000 visitors, and due to those
high numbers, a second location
has been added in Nampa. This
year's Meridian design is in the
shape of a cowboy on a bucking
bull along with the words 'Yee
Haw Idaho'.
The Nampa
MAiZE is a six-acre represen-

by Nicole Sham

opinion the Arbiter
'man intelligent person. I
mean, I can figure out how to
I
work a VCR timer;' I can solve
the occasional brain teaser
(given time) and given a map, I
, can find my way around. But
for some reason, I could not get
out of the corn MAiZE in
Meridian. Little children were
sprinting around me, screaming and laughing (taunting me,
I'm sure) going any way they
wanted, and they were able to
get out before me.
The com MAiZE is back
again this year, and better than
ever. It covers 13 acres, the
path is a total of 5 1/2 miles
long, and the average time to
make it through is an hour and
45 minutes to two hours (at
least that's what the owner Sam

tation of Mr. Potato Head
along with the words "Idaho's
Famous Potato". Sam Johnson
also told me that if you get a
chance to see' either maze from
a plane it's quite extraordinary.
Both the Meridian and
Nampa MAiZEs opened last
Friday. For everyone who went'
through the MAiZE in Nampa,
a dollar was donated to help
Christa Jett, a Notus High
School junior who has been
diagnosed with Ewig's Sarcoma
and is paralyzed from the
tumor. She is hospitalized in
Philadelphia while undergoing
chemotherapy and radiation.
But donations can also be made
at any Home Federal Savings
ana Loan branch in Christa's
name.
The Maize will be' running
through Oct. 31. The hours are
Monday
to Thursday
49:30p.m.; Friday 4-10:30p.m.;

The Idaho Statesman seeks Circulation Assistants

money and your time. Christa
would appreciate it too.

and Saturday's
lOa.m.-lO:
30p.m. Prices vary at the different locations and group rates
are available. For more information call 208-465-5654 in
Nampa and 208-938-4993 in
Meridian.. But I think that the
MAiZE is well worth the

'"

Maze graze: Get lost, find
the exit and help a charitable
cause.
photo by: Zebrina the Arbitn-
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. ,Mandarin· Szechuan

FLEXIBLE WORK DAYS.
WORK EARLY MORNING WEEKENDS
AND TWO DAYS DURING THE WEEK.
GREAT FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS,

Lunch & Dinner
. Dine In - Carry Out
Great Food & Reasonable Prices
. 10% off with BSU Student ID (Dinn~rOnly)

Assist a district manager by providing guidance to newspaper carriers and excellent
customer service to subscribers. This is a part-time position working 29 hours per week
over four mornings. Saturday and Sunday are scheduled days: however, the other two
weekday mornings are flexible,

,'.

" ". '

'
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Equal opportunity

-,'

, The Idaho Statesman
1200 N. Curtis Rd.
Boise, Idaho 83706

employer, which values diversity in the workplace

',",..

1l0N.llthStreet

The qualified candidate will have a higHschool education or equivalent; ability to read
maps andlocate addresses; a valid driver's lIc:ense;reliable insured motor vehicle; good
driving record; effective customer service skills and good time management skills.The '
job also reqUires tt)¢.ailllit;ytoworkea'rIy momlng hours (approximately 4 to 10 a.m.) and
.involves occaslonalliftlr~g up to 30 lbs,
w~offerac~m~~~~age
(starUa($$ per hour), mileage reimbursement, and a
.generolJs ~rt:t!rne:~l'lefiUpacklg~'ndudlng
pai~ vacation and sick time, and a 401
thatmat~es SO:i:ent$on the dollar; ~IIoffers of employment require successfully
passing a pre-employmentdrug test.,Apply in person::
, .
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Art in·the park and anywhe~~el~~·
.. Anyone can benefit from the act of creative expression
by Mona Morrison

t.

:

.

"Saturday, in the park, I think
it was the Fourth
of
July" ... or was that the ninth of
September? At any rate, "it"
was great. People were indeed
laughing, dancing, and a man
was selling ice cream; The
event, of course, was the
Beaux Arts' annual Art in the
Park Celebration, held at Julia
Davis Park.
I look forward to this annual fete. I'm not much of a
crowd person, but the people
who congregate at Art in the
Park typically exude positive,
low-freguency energy as they
converge on the' grassy space
beneath a canopy of mature
trees to meander through the
various tents and booths.
We all peruse the pottery,
photographs, paintings, woodworking, and various handi-

crafts, and look for the one
perfect item' to take home.
Besides, 20 percent of all proceeds help fill the Boise Art
Museum's coffers, so it can't
really hurt to blow the budget
just this once, right?
My, daughter's
favorite
booths include the ones with
stuffed animals and the ones
where people get stuffed. Like
any other fair, eating and
drmking are main draws, especially after working up an
appetite by power shopping
the frog-studded mug booth.
There are many who claim
that this kind of "arts" event
isn't really art, but a poor substitute for the real thing. I
vehemently beg to differ:
Creativity, which utilizes skill
and vision, comes in all levels,
and each level is worthy of
support. My definition of the
"arts" includes ,the concept of

I

focused, disciplined learning of
structured skills of expression. The amount of, skill
attained varies greatly from
person to person, but the
process of attaining those
skills has great value.
For example, during Art in
the Park, I witnessed hundreds
of young children who envisioned projects,wielded
art
tools such as brushes, and 'produced original compositions,
Hundreds of these creations
featured s~uare houses with
smoke rollmg out the chimneys, and hundreds more were
of suns setting between triangular mountain peaks, but
each of these portraits. was
embedded with the kernels of
art. Was this high art? Of
course not. Did this help teach
a love of art? I think so.
The same criteria can be
applied to music. Those who

LOOKING SPIRITUALLY

AT FAMILY CHALLENGES
Is love enough ...
~
.~
~
~
~

,

To ~ridge generation gaps? '
To help the single parent?
To foster communication?
To keep our,children safe?
To protect the family from
negative outside influences?

,Hear Mrs. Candace du Mars, International speaker, healer, and
teacher, of Lacey, Washington, provide spiritual solutions to
these and other challenges facing each of us today.

Sunday, September 24, 2000 at 2:30 pm
Boise State University
Student Union. Building, Jordan Ballroom
c::hildcare will be available.
Free parking in the lot at University Drive
and Lincoln Avenue

Mrs. Candace du Mars

Sponsored by First Church of Christ, Scientist
Boise, Idaho
..

~..~

esteem, 'higher grade point
go to school concerts, church
averages, higher SAT scores,
choirs, and community events
.self-discipline, goal setting,
simply to count the wrong
team work ... and- the list goes
notes and the inevitable dissoon.
nance are missing the picture.
The point is that the arts
All attempts at art are worthy
benefit everyone who spends
of sU'pport. How else will we
time and energy working in
sus tam the appreciation that
them. So why should we limit
arrives through effort and
arts access only to the elite, to
knowledge?
'
to the
During the last few years, .the ,high-p,owered,
"super-Kids '; and the adults
studies have been published
who can afford $100 box seats
which show the benefits. of
at the opera? So next time you
music and active participation
get the chance, attend a show,
in the arts. Although most of
participate in a choir, draw or
these studies target the subpaint; or photograph someject of children and brain
thing, or put your thoughts in
development, there are also
fascinating reports of the dif- .writmg. The mind you save
may be your own.
ference the arts can make in
adults.
One example is a report of
how stroke victims, robbed of
the ability to speak, are able to
communicate
smoothly
through singing the words,
Reflection: A bench serves as a
rather than speaking them.
Music therapy helps autistic
refuge from crowds and corn '
children reach out; it aids in
lifting depression, and gives
dogs for a gentleman during Art
numerous' other' benefits to
in the Park last week..
aging adults.
Enumerating the benefits of
music education would take
photo hy:
volumes, but they include an
Ted Harmon
improved spatial sense, higher
the Arbiter
self-
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tJ"llosophy

;Cfleap

bathroom walls
kv MelWl Marchetti

that she is amazed by and constantly quoting in lecture (it
was obviously passed on to her
from one of her former mental
giants of a mentor). "DNA is
the .'road map of life." How
about the Pope's statement on
what life is. "The vanity of
human life is like a river, constantly passing a way, and yet
constantly coming on." Better
still the famous Robert A.
Heinlien (who some call a fascist
but I still think the quote is
quite admirable) One mans theol-

Tile Arbiter

"Remember you are unique just
like everybody else."
-Marquee in the comer

01\

Capilli! ind

Front, downtown Bolse, Idaho

.

. Cheap philosophy originates
from the commencement of
.chapters, bumper stickers and it
is written on bathroom walls:
Lets begin our theorizing with
the crappy kind. My mother
ogy is another mans bellyache."
(and everybody who is a mother) has told me "If you do not Ha, ha, ha it sooooo true!
I saw some cheap philosophy
have anything nice to say do not say
anything at all." Well, mommies on a little hand made -poster a
friend of mine had on her bathdearest, it is this mental handicap that causes the spread of room mirror. "Dear God, Please
injustice,
of defilement,
seduction and just plain evil
people to flood our streets.
Like the title of. my favorite
80'S flick
"Say anything."
Stand up for what you
believel
How about the
famous Shakespeare quote
"What is mine is yours and
what isyours is mine." Iam all
for sharing but there are a
few things that Ijustwill not
share; towels, underwear,
sheets you get the picture. .
Sometimes I wish I could live
on .a comniune and flee -the
unnatural environment that
the government and organized .religions try to pass off
as "unfeigned." My towel is
not everybody's towel and
the same goes for children.
At first these gems seem cute
and prophetic: getting down to protect me.from your fiJl1uwers·"
the root of it though, and Boy Or how about the bumper stickHowdyl
-a
er that states "Mean peaple breed
A well loved chara~~..@m
dittk mean peaple." That is a
arning
:r~fE
...Robbin'S n~y'el.,.}~._.'~.".'.'. g,< :'no.tab~.e
..~~ ~ v.:
.. ~y
Peffume;" . Wi
;.':jjA9~moY, f¥her S', favonte piece of WlSs~L~at:.·
. -~. " ~.
~~pla~
a)oke is only fu~y
Per~'l.:",._,-of
~~i;ff'it JS"'jiJimiIr than a turd In a
this ang("'tive'Jnmcn!xir»L"
-..': <:
.side dC ••.
. .·~One
. MtJ)ifrlinoo is one of the
of. ~:Jll~r;~j~,
2:i!ii~i~:qene . most,influential
modern day
Roddenben1<qtJotei~!1'bt;iilost, '., F~
·plillosophers in my.
peopl~@gi9!1.is nqthing more
oh-so-lliunble opinion. When I
-.thar{-a>·stibstibltion'''ror a JDli1;.;\ was l~!heard a stunning piece
:funpPDningbrain."Ahh,
the of theapphilosophy that she
fvoice'Of reasonis ~8weet.¥y
'N'tOW;;·,tlP./Im 1was 4 yearS old
fbiologyprofes~r~:a,
qu?~
they tried to test my I.Q. they

\~.:
"'Tile Wat~her
hits just isn't worth
watching"

showei this pidurt of S oranges
and a pear and' they asked. me
whim one is different and does not
belong. They taught me different is
wrong."
Three other Ani
quotes I find very stoic are
"these are not MY laws, these are
not MY rules." "L#ft imitates
. TV" and "[fiJund religion in the
greeting card isle." Simple, poetic, truthful, free and I could not
say it any better.
The point being with this
babbling is that as my mother
said to me when I was 15 "L#ft
just is notfair sweetie!- Boy oh
boy was. she right! This was
probably the first time I gave
my mom credit for being right
and you know what? My mother is full of right answers now.
(I still wonder if she was
right all along or did she just
see the light around the same
time I did?) Life is not faIr.
Life is confusing, mind bog. gling, beautiful and mysteri-'
ousall at once. There is a
book called So.pbie's World,
(I picked it up for a buck fifty
at Rainbow B90ks) that
chronicles a history of philosophy. I highly recommend
to anyone who as the aptitude
to "think outside of the box. "
. Cheap
philosophy
is
everywhere. It is in headlines .
in The Mistakesman, it is on
bookjackets, in music, in conversations that take place in
local coffee shops, and it ie
within all of' us. There are
rarely ordinary moments in.
this life and I implore you to
wake. up and pay attention to
the brilliance around you
because like the bumper sticker
, says, "If you are not outraged you

Cheap philosophy
originates from the
commencement of
chapters, bumper
stickers and It is
written on bathroom waUs~ Lets
begin our .theorizlng
with the crappy .'
. kind.
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are not paying attention!"

(ror Kate Hoffinan
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the Arbiter

iveminutes before "The Watcher" was due to play, I walked into

F. the theater and stopped dead. I was witnessing a rare phenomenon: a completely empty theater for a late-night first-run movie.
Certain that someone would barge in at the last moment and spoil
.my exclusive viewing, I chose a good seat and began the seemingly
endless wait for the previews.
Five minutes of silence, ten minutes of uninspiring previews
and five minutes of dialogue-less film later, I abandoned the idea of
any latecomers. Apparently the public knew something I had not: ):
"The Watcher" is worth waiting for ... waiting, that is, until it hits
the 99¢ rack at Hastings. Rarely does a movie so successfully fail to
earn any of my approval. Complete with a late 80's made-for-Tv
movie soundtrack, "The Watcher" definitely ranks right down there
with the worst of them intended to h.
Reeves and Spader are ave a sort of yin and yang relationship.
Spader had worked on Reeve's case in Los Angeles, but when the
killer struck too close to home the detective retreated to Chicago.
Only a few months later, a pattern of gruesome killings begins to
emerge in Chicago - a pattern with Reeve's name allover it A
strangely unexciting game of cat and mouse begins as Reeves teases Spader with photographs of his intended victims, giving him
twenty-four hours to save the girls before he slaughters them. Each
failed attempt on Spader's part brings him painfully closer to a
series of enigmatic memories, namely the death of his wife. While.
this could possibly have been worked into a passable imitation of a '1-'
subplot, .the distracting cinematography and uninspired acting
destroy the entire effect'
Reeves' preferred method' of murder is the one gem in this
movie; perhaps a disgruntled former music major, Reeves garrotes
his victims with piano wire. I anxiously anticipated the obvious G
string joke, but "The Watcher" took itself far too seriously to slip
in any dirty little puns. This is unfortunate, as no one else is likely
to see this movie as anything other than a rather sad joke. Reeves
fails to come across as sinister, although his walk-in closet fetish,
endearing homicidal smile and dance routines do establish him as a
credible psychopath.
.
Three distinct scene types dominate this movie. The first is the
counseling session scene, which repeats throughout and ends up
. (predictably) a focal point of the film. The second type is what '.
might be termed Completely Unbelievable Action. Overweight J.
policemen gallivant across rooftops and easily catch and overpower
spry, desperate teenage felons. Unemployed, mentally unbalanced
detectives barge into police stations and take over investigations
without the slightest opposition .. Bad guys blow up' gas stations
while sitting in the midst of the inferno in a gasoline-soaked car
which, of course, suffers no illeffects. These two types of scenes are
punctuated by long shots of Spader staring into space, causing one
to wonder if he is having a psychotic episode or merely trying to
find the plot line. By the end of the movie, I could sympathize with ;
both .
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experience! The nation's
leader in college marketing is
seeking an energetic,
entrepreneurial student to
promote products and events
on campus.
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800.487.2434 Ext.4652
JmeriCilnpcl~~t1qe
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345 - 0065
2085 Broadway

com

-Tire Rotation

(on most cars
& light trucks)
at any Boise Location

no cash value

376 - 5124
6017 Fairview ave.

853-

9725

6520 W. State

I,

1

1

1324 W. Jefferson

American Passage Media. Inc.
Campus Rep Program
. Seattle. WA

I
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..336 .; 3110

Great earnings
Set your own hours
Part-time
No sales involved
S-IO hours per week
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Earn money and marketing
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The Top Ten
Rejected Summer
Olympic Events

Top
by Mark Holladay
amused@collegeclub.com
by Mark Holladay

OlympiJ; tether ball monitor

A s I sat watching

the
nsummer
Olympics this past
week I thoroughly enjoyed the
combined brotherhood of man
joined together to compete in
harmonious bliss. The fact that
people from all walks of life can
come together and prove the
advancement of . mankind does
indeed take place is awe-inspiring.
Relaxing in my big comfy
chair I began to ponder the
• existence of man. My mind
began to drift and in true wisdom-from-the-stars fashion I
had an epiphany. (I think I've
figured it out.)
,
I believe that humanity was
placed here on this pre-constructed space rock so that
some advanced alien corporation could lab test us little monkeys. Either that, or we're some
kind of intergalactic bar bet.
Anyway, I know that the
Olympics are actually a form of
standardized testing to show
the progression of. us manimals, Each cyclic period of the
third sphere has us do a little
dance watched by a few six-eyed
purple peonic monitors intently.
At some point in the future a
group of advanced athletes will
undoubtedly reach some predetermined juncture and the conclusion of the experiment will
have been achieved. The bar oct
will have been won (nuclear

extinction being the other side
of the coin) or the research
specifications met.
Regardless of the true origin
of our species the funding will
undoubtedly be cut and we'll all
be placed in the closet with the
double-thumbed bunny rabbit
organic fruit drinks and collect
dust.
GoUSAI
Cycling:
(May sr-June 21)
The starving college student's
bliss is pizza. A pizza. what is
uncertain.
Swimming:
(June 22-July 22)
Sometimes- it's all you can do
just to keep your head above
water. But a real challenge is
holding someone else's under
while greased like a nonsqueaky axle.

Weightlifting:
(OCU4-Nov.21)
Look! A bunny.

10.) Drive-by marksmanship
9.) Guessyour weight, win a prize!

Table Tennis:
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
This week the stars want you to
put on your athletic gear, jump
in the car, cruise the park, and
ask joggers if they n~ a lift.
Judo:
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Wheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
eeeeeeeeel Ouch!
Field Hockey:
(Jan. 2o-Feb. 18)
Freedom comes with a price,
but it's only 39 cents more if
you super-size! The stars want
you to ponder the cost of tiberty this week. ($1.40.)

8.) Death Scrabble
7.) Men's heavyweight greased hog wrangling

1.) Carnie lug1eeXpectoratlve (for distance and.
accuracy)

Badminton:
(Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
Beer, good! Fire, badl

Shot put:
(July 2s,;,Aug. 22)
'Handball:
Your inner child has accused
(Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
you of being a sex offender. . If cows were super intelligent
Spank,it.
what would they put on their
cereal?
Water Polo:
(Aug. ss-Sepe. 22)
Softball:
You're one of THEM aren't
(Api:.2o-May 20)
you? I've got peanuts!
September
19th is
the
Volleyball:
,
(Sept ..ss-oce, 2S)
The problem with voices in
your head is' that no one can
hear when they harmonize. ,

. ..

6.) Dodge ball
5.) Jello
4.) Plsslng for distance
3.) Javelin catch
2.) Decap-a-thon

International Day of Peace.
You missed it Maybe, next year
you'll get a peace.
For purposeful entertainment

only. 42.

\,Friday and Saturday
\ Sept; 22nd and 23rd
:Mustpresentcqup60
:!
9ne coupon,~~;persoo,;",\,7

'.•
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1~" ONE·TOPPINGPIZZA •I
$ ·00' . •
only

•
•

.

•

•I

I

.

10~coupon

•
any of our Boise locations I •
I

• Dine-in • Take-out • Delivery
Valid lilt

-=========~,'WE DBLJY.BRI

•
•I SMOKY MOUNTAIN PIZZA & PASTA I~
I
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Parkcente..
429-0011

spectrum

323-0038

18th & State
-387-2727
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One Coupon per viall· ExpIrea 12/31100
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Bolse's Best
Part-time

Schlotzky's Deli

Job for Students I

P /T and F /T guest
service, kitchen, and

United ParcelseMce

www.affordablelap-

baker positions available.

tops.eem

Flexible hours. Above

SOC>-S64-iS45

minumum wage. Close
to BSU. Apply in person
at 1306 Broadway Ave.

Employment

r:::1Sii2*~1

~i:':ems ~,

dent

Looking

for

days/nights

1 to
per

be skilled

week,

vide own transportation.

tiable. Contact

Call 938-3161

343-6119,

Bud at

or

rain-,

wood@micron.net
, Il.,

~ Nowhere::

Application

. · 0'"~" I',,~,~,
10 A"~ y ... 4'1'"
~.'
,J.<,
Your Plerclngs.
t

I

.,

Honest! We've

got just the

RIGHT JOB for YOU!

~

At GoodWill stafflng Services, we're Interested In
hlrlng talented, responsible people who want to get
ahead. We could care less about what color
your hair Is. Give us a call and
we'll c1ve you a job, not
another weird look.
OUr temporary

positions

offer:
• Job Training
• Paid Vacation
• Medical & Dental BenefitS
• 6 Paid Annual Holidays
• Flexible SChedules
• Weekly Paychecks
• Entry Level to Professional Positions

StaHlng
373-1299

'f,.•.•

if.

Nt EquoI 0pp0I1UnIIY

EJ11>1oYor

I~

---- ---

...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need flexible
schedule...

a

IMAGINE THIS:

.Eveni1' weebrMI shifts H hMk
,T~IIctI·cu"PS.P~!Pu

~

Services

----- ---

ple. We have part-time
positions available, flexiallowance

ATTENTION

STORIES ARE NOT
TOLD WHEN
PEOPLE ARE SILENT.
Break the silence. Don't
rely on Gannet News
Services, The New York
Times, The Associated
Press or Channel7 to tell
YQu what's new. YOU'
PON'T NEED A JOURNALISM DEGREE TO
TELL A STORY. The
Arbiter is currently hiring reporters.
Call 345-8204.

, Paid Training

Goodwill

, managers and lead peo-

all stores.
4348 Chinden
6899 Overland
1030 Broadway

UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative ActIon Employer.

home. Non-smoker, pro-

We're

assistant

Accepting applications at

in drawing

real-to-life as well as car-

for

Information:
www.uPBJobs.com

~oon styles, Pay nego-

shop.

looking

best

On·Campus Call:
426-1745
Onthl\Web:

book. Should

child ~are in. our Eagle

sandwich

Boise's

ble hours, and a college

to help illustrate

children's

2

at

No Weekends
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From

Help wanted. Need stuChild Care

Cabby's
Work

~TURNER& KLEIN

NURSING

AND OTHER STUDENTS

Want a great job
with flexible hours
and good pay to
work your way
through college 1
Carefor the elderly
'and physically
challenged. We train.
Call Carl at
322-5556

at the Grove Street
Place seeking
motivated and talented
kitchen staff. We offer
highly competitive
wages, increased
earning potential, ,
and a strong team
environment.
please send resumes to:
451 W. Main
Boise, Id 83702.
Papa John's needs delivery drivers
for the
Broadway store. $12-14
per hour with tips. Apply
in person.
YOUR RESEARCH
PAPER COULD BE
WORTH
$$$MONEY$$$
The Arbiter
is accepting submissions
for a variety of genres,
including; fiction, essay,
analysis, synthesis, news
reporting, and others.
Paid positions available.
Call 345-8204

BEI~
REI ill the leading retailer aDd online
m=bant of quality outdoor gear
aDd C1odling. We ate hiring for
!he following part lime aDd full lime
)lOIitioos: sales, sbop, and opetaIions
~.
~you enjOYworking
m a poB1l1Ve euviroomelll
aDd providing exceptional customer
service, attend our

JOB FAIR
September 30, 2000
lOAM-2m
8300 W. Emerald St.
Boise, ID 83704
F.quaI~ty

Looking for a place to
live?
www.housingl0l.net
Your move off campus!
Female roommate wanted. $300 month, $100
deposit. Non-smoker,
call Kellie, 4~7051.

i

I

t
I
with a local
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,
including
divoree/flllldly law
ll1DlUord pxob1_
child CUII~
~
child lIIIPPOrt
collectiClllIIDddebt
prob1_
perllClllal in:luxY IIDd
1nBuraJICe
CQIIMlIlAt1Cl1l

workmen' 8

c1a1mB
:roI/cr1mlm1

'

call ASBSUfor an
int:mellt Att:oxDeYSl
1faJ':ga%et
lezadz and
Jo1m 8chroel5er

U you lib the outdOCll'~,. you'D love wor!dDg at REL

FOR MORE INFORMATION

CALL (208) 376-4480

program.

Saffron and Cafe
Bottega

AAVE ....OV BEEN

~APPING?

YOU'VE

GOT /l\ 6AO CAflE.

KEVOOARD
FACE.

Of

I

Apollo Band
will be at the
Veterans of
,Foreign Wars

29th

30th

9-1

7-midnight

3308 Chlnden
Post 63

424-8387

I

I

.~ .. -.,'e

i,

1 Can't stand
6 Command to Fido
: aiDraw forth .
12'''Gesundheit'' lead
in
13 Sheet material
14.!Mating game
15 Minstrel's song
16 Behind the times
18 Ordinal ending
19 Greek letter
20 Office-holders
21 Horse stopper
23 Brother, in Brittany
25 Zodiac roarer
27 "Mayday!"
28 Beg
30 Headliner
53 Draw
34 Oscar winner
Basinger
36 Yale player
37 Caffeine-free drink
S8 Play part
40 Knight wear
41 Silver buy
43:Barter
44 Search
45 Detect
46 Take the wheel

1 "Something
Happened" author
2 Fly
..
3 Author of 8-Down
4 _ out (get by)
5 Man of La Mancha
6 Elements
7 Canyon sound
8 Mystery by s-Down
9 Trig function
10 Throws a bash
17 TV-dial setting .
22 Society-page word
24 Dawn goddess
26 Symbol of might
28 Dakotan city
29 Game piece
31 Statue setting
32 Singer Tex
33 "_Amore"
35 Hotel workers
38 Physiques, slangily
42 Catch

If Dr. Suess
. hadbeena
philosopher...
"I think ergo I am,
Istrue! I do exist;
I do. I do!"

THE MARKETING
GU'(~ ARE STALLING.
'(OU' NEED TO
. ESCALATE.

e

I
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This weeks crossword sponsored by:
TheArbiteronline www.arbiteronline.com. ~
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One Large 14 inch One topping
pizza delivered.

delhfery area
.
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Notvalid with
··1

.'

.otl1~offers.

"
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.' 2 Large One topping thin crust
No substitutions please.
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